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Parole as a I-IETEOD of UFAlifGiUiilJGY
William A. Reilsoa reminds us that ”no matter
how v/ell descended or how carefully guarded hoys and
girls may he, crises and dilemmas v/ill arise which need
wise counsel and. tactful treatment. fhese problems
normally arise in the passage from childhood to the
adult stage and care must he taken to avoid unhappiness
1
at this time and more serious consequences later,”
consideration of this statement vidll lead us to agree
with Douglas fhom when he writes, "the mental health,
moral stamina, and total personal efficiency which the
adolescent acquires during the process of grov;ing up
must necessarily he the result of his intimate relation-
ships with those v/ith wnom he comes into contact in his
every day life. It is the general attitude of the
parents and teachers and the atmosphere of tne home and
school on which youth is dependent for the essential
2
equipment to make his future happy and successful.”
Our special co ns i de ra ti on is for those particular
children for whom these crises prove too much a strain
T7~Jen's on7~^’^ a.
,
1 nt r'oducti on to Jormal Youth and Its
Every Day Problems , by Douglas I horn.
""
2, I’hom, Douglas A., x^ormal Youth and Its Every Day
Pro h lems
,
pp. 9-10.
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2or for whom thero aro no satisficing relationships,
i’hese are the children who for various reasons choose
or fall into delinquent hexiavior as a result of tnese
|
life situations.
i’he juvenile delinquent is one who commits
offenses against the lav>r which, if committed hy adults,
would be punished by imprisonment or fine. Iruancy,
running away, and incorrigibility at home are obviously
juvenile offenses. Immorality, stealing, vandalism
are not necessarily juvenile offenses but they form a
large part of the charges against juveniles.
fhere never was a time v/hen society presented
less in the way of solid dogmatic precepts for the
adolescent to follov; than the present. V/ithin the
radius of a fev/ city blocks one may find several churches
1
of various creeds, a children's aid society, an apart-
ment house given over largely to prostitution, a city
jail, the headquarters for the control of social
diseases, a YWC^, and a maternity home for unmarried
m 0 th e r s .
It is evident that a child's delinquency may be
due to a multiplicity of causative factors, each spring-
ing from some diverse social and personal situations,
but we may ask, "with the same complex processes and the
same personality traits yesterday or last v/eek, drink-
ing, or conflict, or poverty are not associated v/ith
I
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misbehavior. V/hy should it today'’? Undoubtedly there
' was a long build-up, but what precipitated the crisis
^
today?
”In any case, amid all the tangle of accessory,
i
factors, some single circumstance not infrequently
I
stands out as the most prominent or the most influen-
tial. Often, as v/e have seen, it can definitely be
establisned that the child in question shov/ed no delin-
i quent tendencies until the year of some unfortunate
event, an illness, a new demoralizing friendship, death
or remarriage of a parent, the emergence witnin the
j
growing cnild himself of some fresa interest or instinct
some dated crises of this kind nas often asce rtainab ly
I
preceded, and perhaps has plainly pre cipitaTjed
,
his
1
first violation of the lav/.”
i Since maladjustment and delinquency have to do
;
with social situations as well as personal traits, then
these problems have to be considered from tv/o points of
attack, the individual and the social,
fhe effects of conflict of culture, of deteri-
orating areas, of slums, inadequate play space, unsuit-
able school programs, limited opportunities for proper
employment are some of the complex social problems
1. Jiurt
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contributing to the delinquency' of the girls to be
studied.
However, numerous difficulties are encountered
v/henever any thorough attempt is made to alleviate
these social evils, despite the fact tnat many workers
are c o nee ntra t ing on small iiifested areas in tne nope
of speeding wide-spread sound ax'ad fundamental metnods
of social justice and social reorganization.
Other workers are attacking the problem of de
-
linquency from the individual angle, 'I'hese casev/orkers
believe that it is easier to reconstruct human person-
ality than to change or rebuild the social and economic
orde r
.
It seems hardly necessary to point out the fact
that there are organizing as well as disorganizing
elements in the existing social order. Therefore it
is the duty of the caseworker to bring the delinquent
into contact with some of tne organizing forces. Since
all families and their children cannot be removed from
the social ills, than the individual must be helped to
adjust himself to the existirij^ social order, abnormal
as it may be. He! ve rt he le ss
,
in some instances, a more
suitable environment is necessary and possible.
Parole is one of 'Ghe casework methods aimed at
helping the delinquent to find himself in tne existing
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5ordor. It must bo admit tod that it is a form of treat-
mo ut coming late in the courso of the child’s disor-
ganization. With our present imperfect unde r sta nding
of all causative factors in human behavior failure on
parole is inevitable in certain instances. I
By the time the child reaches the parole stage
he has had one or more court sessions, possibly a
period of probation, a commitment to an institution and
a perioa of training in that institution. All those
measures have been taken to impress him v;i th the idea
of society against the offender, and to check his
i
delinquent tendencies. Usually the child goes on parole I
with a deep feeling of remorse, resentment, or at least
be v/i 1 derrne nt . I'nus we see the child's e:ij. er ienc e s and
attitudes reader treatment by parole difficult.
fhe parole system in Llassachuse 1 1 a is sep^arate
from but closely allied to the training schools. The >
philosophy behind this separation lias in the belief
|
that "the object of parole is to help the paroled
uerson to become re-absorbed in the community and both
1
court and institution are instruments of segregation."
fhere is an unpaid board of trustees v/hich has
charge of two schools for boys, one for girls, and two
T7”3urlergh, A^th 'J, an^ii'ranca s R. Harris, '2he
Delinquent Girl
, p . 117.
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parols 'branches, one for boys and one for girls. ^11
of these sections constitute the Division of Juvenile
Training of the Department of Public Welfare. The
oupe r inte nde nt s of the two branches are responsible
directly to the Trustees for the care of the girls and
boys after they leave the schools.
Under the Superintendent of the Girl’s Branch
there are thirteen agents, called visitors, and an
adeq.uate secretarial staff. The duties of tne visitors
I
are varied. One, the Investigator, does all the
|
investigation of the girl's family, home, neighborhood,
school, de linq^ue nci e s
,
and work, if any. The Placement
Supervisor finds homes where girls may do house work
for wages or go to school. Another has charge of all
school girls. Still another is the Hospital Visitor |
who has charge of all girls needing medical attention.
ii.ll the other's are given districts and do the visiting
and follow-up work with the girls while they remain
|
0 n par ole
.
'
I
The first consideration for the treatment of the ’
I
girls on parole has to be a home which mil offer
adequate protection and opportunity for development.
If these cannot be secured in her own home then another
,
home has to be sought for her. .ti.fter a thorough
secondary inve st igation of the home tne Trustees decide
I
whether the girl will be paroled home immediately from
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the School or to a wage home that has been carefully
selected. Often a girl is allowed to go nome after a
period of parole in a wage nome. This, however, depends
upon a close study of the needs of the girl and the
possibilities of the home.
This study is made for the purj;ose of ascertain-
ing the effectiveness of parole. Several factors will
necessarily condition the process: 1) the girl's own
personal resources and attitudes; 2] the availability
and use of community resources; 3) the relationship
between her and her family and her employers; 4) the
relationship between her and her visitor.
Because of the time limitations only twenty cases
were studied. They represent an unbiased selection and
may be considered a fair cross-section of the colored
girls handled by th.e agency. All the girls were off
parole at the time of the study. i'ive visitors 'were
asked to recall from memory some of their former cnarges.
^n average of four girls vvas tanen from eacn visitor.
Of course ao general, statistical conclusions can
be drawn from such a limited study, but indication of
specific results can bo seen from these particular cases,
.1 . v/as committed to the Industrial School at
the age of 13 yr . 2 mo. on a charge of Breaking and
iintering in the Day Time.
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3ha was the 3rd. of 7 children, one of v;hich v/as
I
dead; the last two were ha If - sih li n gs . One brother was
in truant school and had given much trouble in the
neighborhood. i’wo sisters v/e re married; one had married
at 14 yr. v/hile still in school. The mother had to
j
some extent encouraged the marriage.
I
JjJight years before her commitment the girl's
father had died in the South and four years after his
death the family had moved to Boston. The mother had
j
married again and she and the step-fatner were separated,
' Tae motner had a very poor reputation; her
!
1 youngest cnild was ille g,i t imate and tae putative father
' was a 21 yr. old boy who was contributing to the sup-
port of the child. There were several other men callers
at the house. The mother was reported to be lazy and
j
careless generally; she neglected her children morally
i
and physically; she worked irregularly by the day.
I
The untidy house was badly in need of repair
and in a poor neighborhood.
' A. v/as in the 5th grade when committed, she had
,
repeated the 4th. She did house work after school and
I
1 gave the money she earned to her mother.
I
, She had had practically no training whatever in
social development and her conduct reflected this lack.
She was easily influenced and subject to the v/ill of
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9her companions; she was alv;ays in an agreeable mood for
a.n^ little escapade suggested b^? them. She was very
freq^uently the only one who suffered under these cir-
cumstances, but this fact did not enter deeply enough
to have her overcome her delinquent tendeucies, kidded
to her ov7n disposition was tne fact that ner mother
spent no time at all in supervisin^a or cautioning her
against anti-social behavior. She lied protectively
and stole whenever the suggestion was launched. She
truanted from school and spent her time around the
streets. While a very young girl she was out quite
late at night although she never remained away from
home all night. She had had no contact with boys;
her associations v/ere limited to girls.
Y/ith t?/o other girls she had stolen jewelry and
clothing to the amount of ;^E71,50. Her mother gave
her a severe beating for this. The three girls forced
an entrance to an apartment on the second floor of a
house' on two successive days. Being afraid to come
down stairs, they took tnem to the roof, tied a rope
around tnem and let them down to the street where one
of the girls received txiem. A v/oman who lived in the
apartment house discovered ohem and questioneo. them.
A. claimed she told the truth. officer was called;
she. repeated her story; the other girls denied it and
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wera supported by their mothers.
V/hen her hacicgrouiid was brought out ia court it
v/as deemed advisable to remove her from this enviroa-
meut and she v/as committed to the Industrial School
where she remained for 2 yr. 10 mo.
Superintendent’s report; Course comijlated with
no in te rfere nee . Bull normal intelligence. "A very
capable girl. Is a good cook; this work comes very
easily and naturally. Is a quiet, lady-like girl, but
very sensitive. Has been honest and dependable. Is
neat, a v/illing v/orker, has reason and v;o rks intelli-
gently. Should profit much by further opportunities.”
ivlatron’ s report; ”,iuite trustv/orthy and dex/end-
able in a j^eneral way, always respectful and helpful
wnere she can be. appeared interested and thoughtful
about her work. Took quite a bit of re spo n si bi 1 ity in
' small things. This girl should do well in surroundings
^ where she could have further training, mental and
i physical.” Even disposition and got along V7i th other
girls usually. Did not lie or steal. Glean. Attentive
to housework and school v/ork as well. jj’ond of reading.
Hespectful toward religion.
Principal’s report; Conduct in classes, good.
She is doing satisfactory school wo'rk at tiie present
I
time. ”A much better attitude than she had last year,”
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She v/as paroled to a wage home v/here the employer]
I
treated her as a servant and was unsymp athe tic . ^t
this time her mother was in a hospital suffering from
cancer. A. v/ept constantly and refused to eat. She.
claimed sne heard voices and was afraid of ghosts. Her
mother died in a few months and she was even more tear-
ful and upset. She was allowed to stay two weeks with
her sister after ner mother's death. I'his home was in *
a very uisreputable part of the city and the visit
proved further upsetting. She acquired a boy friend
j
I
j
Who had tnree sisters at t ne industrial School and who
the office felt was not the type of man for her to have
as a steady associate. She was placed in a second home
I
where the people were more kindly and her v;o rk was more
satisfactory. One day she decided to go to bed and
stay there. At first she said sne had cramps but further
questioning made the employer think there was a mental
condition. She would write many lengthy letters, quot-
ing the Bible and prayers, to her visitor. She insisted
upon returning to the School and said she did not v/an t
|
to stay in the place.
Because of her constant weeping and upset condi-
tion she was sent to the Psychopathic Hospital for
observation. The physical examination at the Hospital
1
showed A. to be much under nour ished and underdeveloped.
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i^he mental examination justified a diagnosis of ’’mental
deficiency? without psychosis, condition not insane.”
I It v/as suggested ’’that she he tried again in a foster
home where it v/ould he understood that she had a
limited intelligence. She should do well if trained to
' do some simple joh under supervision with a privilege
to visit her own family frequently."
i
' She was placed with a relative and allo'wed to
I attend 'I’rade School. Her anemia was treated, hut there
was still much crying. Some months later her relative
refused to Heep ner longer because sne was visiting a
disorderly house. reported tnat this cousin sold
liquor and heat her often. She was returned fo the
School as she was much undernourished.
Six months later she was placed again; she had
greatly improved in spirits, gained in weight and did
well for a while. Her employer arranged for her to
' attend church and she seemed to he getting along v/ell
I
except that she v/as alv/ays afraid of something. Several
I
months later she attempted suicide twice hy drinking
water in v/hich matches had heen soaked and hy drinking
iodine. She was placed in a hoarding home for a while
where she improved some, then she was placed again.
In this home she mistook tv;o friends of the employ^er's
husband for burglars, jumped from a second floor v/indow,
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called police and help irom straa^ers, oQveral moatha
later ‘began writing letters to tne Jud^Q vvho nad
committed her, asking for her freedom or to "be allov/ed
to go home on probation, She said she wanted to die if
she could not have her freedom. About the same time
she began visiting her sister v>/h o had a bad reputation
and other friends v/ithout permission. 3he was still
eating too little and afraid of ghosts. One year after
being placed in this home she ran away. She v/as found
a month later living with another paroled girl and two *
men. She was taken to court on a charge of Fornication. ,
She explained that she had been late leaving her sister’ Si
house, had feared reproof from her employer and had
followed the girl's suggestion that they live together.
^fter that she had not dared to return. She was much
thinner tnan before. She was returned to the School
for discipline and building up.
After seve xi more months sne was paroled to a
boarding home axid allowed to seek her own emplcyiaent,
and make daily reports to the office. Her health was
much better and she appeared more stable. Another wage
home was found for her, but she became surly, defiant,
and worked unv/ ill ingly . Her employer reproved her for
looking in a desk; she indignantly denied any intention
to steal and began another long series of weeping spells.
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dhe lD 9 cama defiant against State control. her employer
complained that A. neglected her v/ork, did not Is ep
herself clean, stayed av/ay from home late at night.
She v/as removed and placed in another home .
I’he work here v/as very hard and A. v/as not
1
j
strong enough to do it. Before another place could be
i
I
found she ran away leaving a note saying she v/as going
to another city to be married. The police of that city
I
I
were notified but she was seen several times in Boston
1
in the company- of her sister. The police searched
I
many houses and kept a sharp look out for her and severali
I
I
other paroled girls v/ith v/hom she was seen but no trace
of them could be found. finally, a year later, sne was
found. She admitted having lived v/ith a man and having
gone v/ith him out of the State to visit his family as
h i 3 wi f e .
She v/as returned to the School for discipline
and within a month had run from there with 0. T’ive
; months later she was found in jail on a charge of Idle
and Disorderly Conduct. The police had taken her from
a house of ill fame with another girl and two men. She
was committed to the Reformatory for Women,
Int o rp re ta ti o n: This girl had come from a family
i
of very lax standards. The step-father iiad deserted
and the mother had been unable to take care of her
i..:
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family. 3he v/as more interested in her affairs than
I
she was in her children. ohe v/as probably so dis-
I couraged that she sought relief in indifference and
I
associations v/ith men.
I
fnis disorganization, lack of training, and her
I
I
suggestibility probably had much to do with .I's delin-
quencies.
When she v/as paroled her mother's illness, her
superstitions, and her unfortunate placement made her
' most unhappy. Her malingering and constant weeping
i
are suggestive of mental illness. fhere is a possibi-
lity that her unhealtriy, undernuur ishea condition
I
increased this feeling of dejection and frustration.
Although she v/as given medical care and changed from
place to place her mental condition continued to be
disturbed and thereby made a happy adjustment impossible.
She wanted to be v/ith her family and her friends
I
but they had a bad influence over her; her choices of :
;
friends v/ere unv/i se and her family was not the type
to give her wholesome relationships.
I
With her mental and physical condition as it was
and her conduct disorders, one v/onders if this girl v/ere
not a constitutionally inferior personality.
3 . v/as committed to the Industrial School at
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tha age of .14 y r. 9 mo. on a charge of atubh o rane ss .
3he was tne second of three children. fhe
parents ivere divorced; the father was cruel, abusive,
and neglectful. fhe mother was a fine, capable woman,
cooperative and intelligent. She v/as working hard to
bring up the children. 'I’he family v/as receiving aid
and the older daughter had stopped school to go to work.
B. v/as in the 8th grade and had repeated, the
fourth, xhe school reported, ’’most of the time she v/as
disobedient or slow to obey. Sometimes alert, sometimes
b ore d.
”
fhis girl had been immoral for about a year,
receiving money. She was associating v/ith bad com-
panions, and had left home for for about ‘d weeks. Her
mother took her to court where she was placed on
probation. Later she and some frieuds were caugnt
stealing some articles in a store. ixS she v/as already
on probation she v/as committed to the School.
Sne remained there 1 yr. 6 mo.
Supe ri nte nde nt ' s report: Course completed v/ith
no interference. Dull normal inte 11 i gen ce . capable
girl. Always appears neat regardless of what she is
doing. Cood worker, cooks wall. Y/orks int e 1 1 i ge ntly
,
is alert. Inclined to be self-satisfied.”
natron's report: ^ very capable girl. Kitchen
work done well. Did good academic work. Very good
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singer. Strong points of character; dix:)lomacy, ambition,
very neat
,
thorough in v/hat she undertakes to do. V/eak
points: is of a sarcastic nature v/hich spoiled her good
qualities. fakes responsibility. Hot always good
i
tempered, temper aroused by reprimands or criticism.
[Lies to avoid blame, does not steal. Hot low minded,
^spires to be a leader. ^xS a rule, held herself aloof
from the other girls. good all-around girl, chose
good booiis, sings, very interested in religious subjects.
A girl who has ambition to do v^iell and rate high in all
things. Often felt she had a great deal to contend with
( owing to temperament; as a rule a well behaved, obedient
' gi rl . ”
principal's report: Conduct in class usually
I
good. "She did not make the effort she should in school
i
I
although she did show improvement in her attitude."
Iviedical report revealed a bad mouth condition;
teeth very loose.
She v;as paroled to a wage home where she did well
I but had to be removed because of her -employ er ' s illness.
I
i‘'ollowing this there were several substitutions but she
returned usually to her former place. At times she was
defiant and disrespectful and needed extremely firm
supervision. She was suffering from a puzzling mouth
condition and it v/as suggested tnat sne nave all her

18
teeth extracted; both she aad her mot aer refused to
c 0 a si de r th i s
,
^bout a year aad a half after her first parole
she ran to her mother who had excited the
telling her she v/as working for such low wages and
should be paid more. ohe was tried in another place
but five months later she ran away. She went to her
mother's home that night under the influence of liquor.
'i'he mother proved most uncooperative; she allowed
B. to do as she pleased, knew v/he re she was living,
but would not notify the office. i'hree months later
B. was found v/orking as a cashier in a restaurant.
She seemed much the worse for her runaway; she had no
clothes, was in a poor condition physically, and had
seven front teeth extracted. She was found to have
been living vji th a blind man and admitted immorality
with others. She v/as returned to the School for
discipline aad treatment.
^fter nine months she was paroled to ner mouher.
She found occasional v/ora and her conduct v;as fair.
She soon found a permanent job working for an under-
taker. She liked the work aad took an interest in it
and herself. In the meantime, her mother had become
more cooperative and their home was much improved.
Except for a rather erratic disposition B. v/as reported
as doing v;ell
.
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She v;o rked at this place a year and a half, took
good care of herself and became quite a dignified young
lady. Plans v/ere made for giving her an Honorable
Discharge. Just at this time, hov;ever, she v/as arrested
for drunkenness, placed in jail, and given a year's
probation. a few dajs later she became of age. fhe
employer allowed her to return despite her trouble and
she was last heard from working at the same place.
I n te r p re t a ti Q a : A girl from a broken home -chat
was financially inadequate. Because of circumstances
the mother could not administer tne proper care and
supervision. ner larceny and prostitution were attempts
to get the things she v/an te d and that her family was
unable to provide for her. Her delinquencies in a way
c ounter-bala nee d the deprivations she suffered at home.
Her painful, embarrassing mouth condition had
much to do with her restlessness and bad disposition
while on parols. She had little self-control and v;ill
power. She was e^^cited and pleased with each new place
but she soon lost interest. Her mother's attitude also
increased her dissatisfaction.
1 Just as success brings encouragement and deter-
j
i
I
mination to try again so does failure bring indifference,
I
I
hopelessness, and discouragement. There were many
I
lapses in her conduct during parole but she al v/ays began
her struggle again with renewed vigor. ^^.l though B. did
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not win an Honorable Lischarge, as she matured, she
gained in self-control and stability. aS her employment
proved more successful and satisfying her interest in
herself and life increased.
0 . was committed at sixteen ye ar s and six m o n th
s
on a otubborn Ohild charge. She was an only, illegiti-
mate child whose mother had a bad reputation. ii.t tv/o
^ weeks old, C. was placed in a family in nos ton by her
j
mother. fhe man of this family was living out of
I
I
wedlock and the women succeeded one another in rapid
! succession. G. v/as six years old when the last one
1
died. G. was removed by her mother and placed in
! another home. She lived in this home for eight and
j
one -half years. I’hen she was found truant ing from
school, brought to court by the 3.P.G.G., found neg-
I
lected and committed to the Division of Ghild Guardian-
I
i
ship. Her mother then took her to Springfield where she
lived with her mother and ner step-father for nine
m 0 n th s .
1
Her mother had always snirked tne responsibility
I of the child. Her fatner had done notning for her.
I
I
Her mother and step-father, o was blind, were both
I
suffering from advanced stages of neur o-syphilis
.
G. was in the second year of high school when
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she left to 50 to vwxk, ahe did some petty steal iag,
was out late at night, and associated with bad com-
panions. Her mother, could not control her at all,
so brought her to court. Upon examination she was
found to be of dull normal inte 11 i ge nc e , grossly
untruthful, and with an entire lack of moral sense
which was largely caused by the conditions under v/hich
she had been living.
She remained in the Industrial ochool one year
and eight months.
Superintendent’s report: Course completed,
no interference by conduct, mentality or health,
normal inte 11 ige nee
.
"C. is a very capable, keen, and
industrious girl. She carries herself well, but she
is secretive and willful at times. Her conduct and
attitude, hov/ever, nave been good. Doubt if sne will
make the effort to stand up against difficulties for
the sake of her future.”
iviatron’s report: Did well in all nousev/ork.
Strong points of character*. capability and quiet
disposition. ’neak points: i'oo willing to be influenced
by narrow associations. lakes responsibility. Good
tempered. Does not steal or lie. Glean about person
and room. Dot low-minded. a follower. Makes close
friends of one or two girls and is greatly sv/ayed by
j
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them. Frank. Does not nesd supervision in her v;ork.
"This girl is a very orderly girl, willing to cooperate
in the best way and does every thing quietly and well.
I believe she vh.ll continue to do so away from school
if in proper e nvi r onme nt . ”
principal's report; ^nd year high. .«‘ork
averages B’*'. Conduct in classes good. nas improved
much in reliability. Was a very sly and unde rnaiJcLed
girl at first. Doing v/ell in school and tames pride
in v/o rk well done. English not sc good as otiier
subjects; lack of training and background. Both
grammar and spelling are faulty. Bervous and self-
conscious when reciting.
Bhe v/as first paroled to a wage home where
she made a good adjustment. Her mother seldom wrote
although 0. wrote to her every v/eek. .n.t the church
she attended she accidently met her father v/ho was
permitted to have her visit his family. Her father
visited her often and seemed to be trying to make
up for his former neglect. Bhe v/as allov/e.d to visit
her father's family and soon became a loved, recog-
nised member, 0. v/as saucy aud careless about her
work occasionally, but remained at the same place,
i'hree years after her parole she was permitted to
have her name changed to that of her fatner's. oince
she nad almost reached age limit she was allov/ed to
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i^ioas^ iihe hadgo to Hev/ Yoric to stud^' Hairdre 3£i lag.
saved while working and a previous bank account paid
for her course of training. She lived at the Y.W.G.ii..
and was still under the supervision of the department.
Her father brought her clothes. Four months later
she was given an Honorable Discharge.
In te rp re ta t i on ; C. had grown up without super-
vision in the homes of ople of low moral and social
standing. ner early life had been vathout those
relationships that exert a steadying, s tren gthening
influence. Her environment was so constantly shifting
there was little chance for the establishment of
satisfying bonds of affection, trust, and respect.
V/han she went to her mother's home she went to entire
strangers and saw no reason Vifiy she should obey.
I'he cooperative attitude her family had tov/ard
the office is to be commended. Althougn this new,
exciting relationship was at times disquieting, for
the most part it aelx^ed in ner readjustment. I’he
picture would have been quite different had they been
people \tiOQQ standards and ideals were lov;er. fhey
offered her a pleasant, yirotective home, the personal
interest, and the love that she needed and wanted,
i'he interest and affection offered by her family com-
plemented the protection and supervision offered by
the p.arole visitor.
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The girl herself shov/ed much patience and forti-
tude in that she never once took advantage of her
position. 'fhat she was trustv/orthy was evidenced in
the many visits to and social trips v/ith her family
she was allov/ed to make. I'he supreme test came and was
passed, when she went out of t ne state t o he trained,
for a future vocation.
D. V\^as committed at 16 years 6 months on a
charge of Lewd, Wanton, and Lascivious Person in
Speech and Behavior. 'fhe mother, a factory v/oman,
was said to have reformed some years before 1)' s com-
mitment. fhe father, a disreputable man, had married
another white woman.
D. left school in the 8th grade two years before
her commitment to go to work. She was considered
mentally slow, but her conduct was fair.
D. had been leading an immoral life for a year.
She had sex relations v/ith about 25 men for money,
receiving from ^2 to ;^10 with v/hich she had bought
clothes and other things that she wanted. She gave
her mother the money she earned at work, and her mother
claimed sne did not anow of ner prostitution. i*he
priest reported, "L. is the lowest type of 1
»
absolutely immoral, and has no sense of sname or
re spe c t .
”
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the time of commitment she w’as on probation
on a charge of stubborn child. ishe had gonorrhea and
a small tumoronherleftbreast. ,
3ne remained in the Industrial School 1 year
8 mo n th s .
Supe r inte na.e nt ' s report: Course completed,
interfered with by conduct. Dull normal intelligence.
"Is a bright girl and has much ability but is erratic
j
and unstable. Will probably at some time need
scientific diagnosis."
Matron's report: Does housework very well when
alone -othera- about her distract her. Weak points
of character - erratic, unstable, nervous, not
dependable, untruthful. She is unmoral in her attitude
tov/ard life. She takes no responsibility. Bad tempered
when pressed or discovered in some prank. Bmotional
I
over any reference to her home and mother. Over- sensi-
tive over color. Lies to get rid of blame aiid to get
praise. Does not steal. Clean about person, unti dy
about room. Low-minded in talk. Dot influenced by
other girls.
.
Stays to herself. Likes to stay in her
room and read and write stories and poems. Lives in
her imaginat i on. Secretive. Does not need supervision
in work. Does not take correction well. Bn joys music.
Has no resources within herself. threatens suicide.
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"D. is capable but unstable, nervous and highstrung,
imaginative, emotional, dreamer, most untruthful and
unreliable. Does not get on well with other girls."
Principal's report: ]first year high. Best
in iilnglish. In Sewing either very pleasant or very
sulky' - at times will do nothing but sit and smile at
her own thoughts and gaze into space. Capable of
doing very neat work. Conduct in classes: "D. has
always beexi dramatic and desirous of attention, but
during this school year a different element nas seemed
to enter in. times tnere has been an apparent
confusion of mind and a general mental unbalance.
Her conversation is markedly erratic. ijhe can do her
school work v/ell if she so desires. She did very well
in all subjects the first month of this school year.
After that, however, she decided she did not care to
do so as it did not give her definite credits for her
release from the institution. She sat in the class-
room, but did nothing. 7/hen taken to task about it
she stated frankly that she had no intention of doing
anything and had no interest in anything we had to
offer. ^it times she showed a manner that was rude and
discourteous. She asked permission to stay home
instead of attending school in order tnat sne might
tnink - whicn was granted. She nas a passion for
writing. She writes original poems and copies otners -
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learns all the popular songs she can. If forbidden
to have a pencil she invariaoly manages to secure one
somewhere and conceals it."
Lie di cal report; Slides and tests negative;
breast seems apparently v/e 11
.
She was paroled home to her mother and soon got
a GWxi job in a factory. Her work was steady, but her
conduct and moods variable. A little more than a year
later she v\/as found to be seven mouths pregnant.
She told a story of being piciied up by a young white
man as she left a cinema one night. fhis man took her
to his house and had intercourse m th her. It v/as
discovered that he was a young Jewish intern in a
hospital in the town where she lived. She admitted
relations vd th another v^ite man and her stories and
dates were so conflicting neither could be held
responsible. Sne was taken to the State Infirmary
where the baby v/as born, died, and was buried. She
ran from the infirmary and v/ent to the boston k.S.P.G.G.
She was placed over-night in one of their boarding
homes. When they learioed she was a paroled girl they
turned her over to this office. She v/as in a very
ugly mood and was taken to the Psychopathic Hospital
for observation after the Sisters had refused to keep
her at the House of Good Shephard. I'he Hospital
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diagnosed her as ”a conduct and personality problem -
not insane - average inte lligence . ” I’hey suggested a
change of visitors. When she was brought bacb: to the
office she was vile and impudent, tore her coat to
shreds and had to be removed by a policeman. She was
taken to a boarding home until plans could be com-
pleted for sending her to her paternal grandmother as
her mother refused to taka her back. i),
,
however,
refused to go saying she v/as white, not colored. She
was returned to t ne School and a month later, because
of gross mi scox'iduct
,
\/as transferred to tne rief ormato ry
for 'homeii.
I nte rpre tati 0 a ; Share are some subtle factors
affecting this case. Chief among them is the confusion
caused by the conflict in races. Jot only v/as there
a miiKture of v/hite and colored but a miiiiture of Irish
and Portuguese, radically differing wnite and colored
races. The cultures of the two races are altogether
different,’ It seems that the only point at which these
parents met was their immorality. They v/ere both
people of low social and moral standards.
D.
,
though living with her mother, was con-
sidered colored. 3he resented this and thought of
herself as being white. To increase her difficulty the
family lived in a city with a large colored Portuguese
population so tijat she was consiiautli reminded of that
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v;hich she wanted to forget.
3he detested her father and had no respect for
her mother. i'hese unnatural, couf lie ting emotions led
to a neurotic condiiiion. ohe began to dwell on her
peculiar condition in life and tried to iiijagine herself
in happier, more satisfying circumstances.
Her excessive sex de li nque nc ie s may have been
an attempt to throw off tiiese emotions or they may nave
been an unconscious seeking of revenge. I’here may have
been an unconscious or even recognized urge to hurt
her mother, fhe re also may have been an attempt to
strike back at her father through other men. It’s
almost certain she used this means of securing those
clothes and other wanted pleasures that her mother
could not give her.
While in the School her neurotic condition
increased. She lived even more in her ir.ia gina ti on.
She was tending strongly toward the psychopathic per-
3 onal ity .
She was paroled home where tne atmosphere was
none too congenial. Her Owli. work, only a few days
each v;eek, v^as not absorbing. She had no strong
religious affiliations. Hence, she sought escape again
in satisfying sex experience.
After the birth and death of her baby she was

almost completely disorganized. She relDelled outwardly
as well as inwardly. Her tensions and conflicts were
increased. When she was sent haoH to the School this
meant further antagonism. As the School could do
nothing for her at this stage of her disintegration she
v;as sent to the Reformatory. R’ s unsocial behavior
could not be changed because the forces that determined
it could not be altered - the conflicting emotions
brought on by her environment and heredity were never
touched by the treatment of parole.
H. was committed ai; tne age of 16 years b months
on a charge of Disturbing the Peace.
She was an illegitimate child, the Srd of 6
children. Her mother, a white v/oman, had been forced
to marry a white man at the age of 14 years. fhere
were two children by this marriage. 3. and all the
younger children were illegitimate by a colored man.
R’s mother and step-father v;ere separated. fhe mother
had been sent to the Reformatory for '.Vome n several
times. The reputation of the maternal grand-parent was
bad.
At the time of her commitment R. was in the 7th
grade, considered me ntal ly deficient.
./hen she was 8 years of age she was taken by
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the Division of Child Guardianship as a neglected child
and placed in a foster home. She lived in this home
4 ^ears. She v/as removed to another foster home where
she starved d months. She did not liiie this foster
mother, v/as disnonest, untrutnful, revengeful, and
destructive. She v/as allov;ed to go back to the former
place v/here she was v/e 11 liked and an accepteo. member
of the family.
One day she make fake telephone calls which sent
the police ambulance, the I'ire Department, a bed
spring, an undertaker, a plumber, a doctor, and tv/o
large grocery order from different stores to the home
she had lived in for S month. She also sent the
children of another family home from school in the
middle of a school session.
E. insisted she did not do this and her foster
mother said she could not have used the phone without
being seen by some member of the family. Several
people, hov/ever, claimed to have recognized her voice
and it v;as learned she v/as home from school at the
time tne calls were made.
She remained in the School 1 year.
I’he Supe ri at en de nt ' s repoxt: Course completed,
no interfere nc e . Dull normal intelligence. "Has done
very well. Impertinent. Variable and easily dis-
couraged. Deeds some one to give her personal interest."
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Principalis report*. 1st year high school,
.average v/ork, usually good conduct. Quick temper, hut
controls it reasonably well. Varying moods, and is the
type of girl v/ho needs constant bracing and e xicour agi ng
.
Inclined to become infatuated m th other gir-ls. xtnther
slov/ to grasp work, but once sne understood she seemed
to retain the information.
katron* s report: Girl is quite trustworthy,
dependable and helpful. Strong points of character,
stability, quite square and upright about facing
difficulties. Does not lie or steal. Is clean, not
low-minded. Usually frank. "I think this girl is well
i n te n t i 0 ne d and wan t s to do ri gh t . ”
She was paroled to a wage home where she did
well, and attended church regularly. In a few months,
however, she got involved v/i th a family of poor repu-
tation. She constantly visited her foster home- these
visits v;e re on the whole helpful, but sometime proved
upsetting. ^t times she was dissatisfied and unhappy
in her place after a visit. zi.bout a year later she
left her employer without permission and spent tna night
with some friends. She said she was tired of the
repression and close supervision and of her employer's
complaints of sickness. She said she wanted some
social life. She v/as resentful about the State control
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aad regulations. 3he met and grew very fond of a boy
who was later sent to State Prison for "robbery and
putting in fear". Her work went very well. She was
loyal and devoted to her boy friend all the time he
was in prison. She had much difficulty in making
friends; she always expected disapproval. She siiowed
signs of mental strain for a time and her conduct was
disturbed - she was restless, irritable and unhappy.
But she adjusted herself to the need of helping the
young man.
She v/as given an Honorable Discharge and con-
tinued to work at the same job. Four months later
She V(fas married in the boy’s home.
I n te rp
r
e t a t i o n : 'i’ais taiz'l came from a home of
low standards. Until she was d years ola she had lived
in an atmosphere of lax morals and family disnarmony.
Her mother's husband knew of her association with tne
colored man and there was much quarreling. Finally
he left, taking his tv;o children v/i th him.
I'he foster home in Y/hich H. lived offered more
security and pleasant family life. I’he foster mother
grew very fond of H. and was persuaded against adopting
S. only because of her poor health and advancing years.
There was no reason given for the change of homes but
it is thought is. resented being moved.
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It is not known v/hather the second foster mother
was unkind to S. or whether iS. rejected any offers
of sympathy and kindness. At any rate we do know she
was unhappy there and did every thing she could to make !
life unpleasant for her ,foster mother, I
*T.s she refused to give up her attachment for the
former person and was so stubborn in this home she
was allov/ed to return.
I'hen, as stroke of reveage for real or fancied
injustices, she thought of this ingenious met nod of
embarrassing the second foster mother. I’here is a
possibility she v/ished serious trouble as well as
annoyance would ensue.
I’he personality of this girl is quite different
from that of D. Ihere is notning recorded in the
history of a conflict within her due to the different
racial background. There is the possibility, of course,
that it was there. That may have been the cause of the
friction between her and the foster mother. But if
such inner conflict v;ere present it seems, from the
information we possess, that her personality was strong
enough to overcome it.
ohe was revolting against the control and regu-
lations of the dtate during her ^jarole. 3he found an
outlet for her emotions and a center for her affections
in this boy. his trouble proved most upsetting to ter.

but sha thought ha nee dad her loyalty and leva and this
helped to steady her. Where sne had baen dv/e llin^ on
har ov;n injuries and restrictions she began to thiiih
of his plight and har ’’need to be needed'’ was satisfied.
Jj’. v/as committed at 15 years on a charge of
Xiewd, Wanton, and Lascivious Person in Speech and
Be havi or
.
She was an o nly child of colored Portuguese
parents, born in an alms house. She had iBver seen
her father who had left her mother before the birth
of the child. At the time of her commitment he was a
patient in a Veteran's Hospital in San Francisco. Her
mother's reputation was bad; a former inmate of the
Woman’s Reformatory. There was a step-father vihose
address at the time was unknov/n; both he and P's
mother had commercialised tneir immorality.
The maternal grandparents were separated. The
grandmother v;as white and the grandfather colored. P.
had lived with first one then the ot r
.
The grandparents 'were CJatholic and P. was
Pr ote s tant.
P. was in the 8th grand, considered mentally
deficient.
With other girls she had visited houses of ill-
fame, was immoral with both men and boys. She ran away
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to another city with a Chinese girl v/here both indulged
i n immorality
.
She remained in the school 2 years 8 months.
Super! ntende nt ’ s report: Course completed,
interfered with by conduct. Dull normal i nte Hi gen ce .
very good vrorker, is capable, not always dependable.
Disposition quite even. Prone to get involved in
sentimental affair with some girl. fries very hard.
Is a good cook. Has improved greatly in past year.”
ivlatron's report; Vivacious, impulsive, but
cle an-minded. Strong points of cnaracter, good
principles. Weak point, lack of se If -c ou tro 1 . very-
clean. little influenced by otners. uooa tempered.
Does not lie or steal. fakes re sponsib ility
,
has
executive ability. ij’rank. Religiously inclined.
’’Has done exceptionally well in every branch of work.
Has a pleasant nature. Is faithful to her duties and
more stable than most girls at ne r age."
Principal's report; 1st year high school.
"Causes little trouble in the classroom. She is doing
very well at present time, but she has not been at all
reliable and is the type of girl who has been involved
in silly, sentimental v;ay s with other girls. She has
a rather unpleasant disposition but does not show it
much and does try to improve. She has done satis-
factory work in school; interested and works hard.
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Sh 0 does not show much initiative but does volunteer
more often than formerly and is taking a more active
part in the v/ork. Has little general information.”
In her first wage home the children were most
trying. Her work, and conduct were good but the
children v/ere too hard to control; stayed only a few
v/eeks. Hhe was placed in another nome where ene did
•well for about a year then had to have an operation for
appendicitis. After her recovery she -was placed again,
dhe did very v/ell except for occasional impudence and
mild trouble mth boys. Several months later she
admitted immorality with a man and upon examination
was found to have gonorrhea. She was treated for this
and as there were many men and boys hanging around wnere
she worked she v/as removed. In this home she was very
haughty and disagreeable. She remained a year, however,
until an old spine injury had to be relieved by an
operation. She Vi/as in a cast for many weeks. After
recovery she was placed again for 5 months then allowed
to go home to her grandmother.. She did very well for
a while then became involved wi tn men and boys. She
left her grandmother and went out- of the State to live
with her mother. *i.s she was so near her majority she
was allowed to stay and the police of that city asked
to check her conduct. She becaine of age soon after.
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Interp re tati oa i Jj* . came from a family of in-
competent people. iio t only v/ere they immoral but they
lived on a low economic and social scale.
2he was born in an alms house; her mother paid
little or no attention to her. She was snifted around
from one grandparent to another. Her mentality was
limited; she had no intellectual interests; there was
no normal, healthy, physical activity. Her home life
lacked unity, love, and general family stability. Her
|
sex alliances were an attempt to find those affectional I
responses that her life lacked. She was hardly old
enough to realize the serious consequence of her acts
and she had not had the training necessary to create
in her a i-iy personal stan6.ards of clean living.
hnile on parole she still sought tne satisfactions
offered by alliances with men. Her illnesses may have
increased this need for affection. Despite many months
of restriction, supervision, and help by her visitor
she had not built up enough resistance to overcome the
bad influences of her home environment.
She resented the control attempted by her grand-
mother. Her mother and grandmother were constantly
quarreling. F. took advantage of this situation to
escape her grandmother’s restraining hand by going away
with her mother.
I'he differences in racial and religious back- i
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ground inay have had their effect on this girl's behavior
and attitude but not much suggestion is given in the
i
' history.
I
! Gr. was committed at the age of 15 years 11 months
on a charge of Lev/d, vvanton, and a^ascivious Person in
Speech and Behavior.
I
0. was the Bnd of 5 children, 5 of which were
illegitimate. Bar parents were Portuguese and had
never been married. i'he fatiher of tnese tnx-ee supported
them. fhe mother had married the man who was the
father of the other two. I'hey were separated. i.i.other
was ignorant but tried to do the best she could for her
dau gh te r
.
(i. had been placed by the Children's xj.id
Association in the home of an aunt as the mother was
working out of the home all day and could not supervise
G. properly. fhe aunt and uncle separated and G. v/ant
to work for a family vi^here she lived in the house. 3ha
had left school 2-^ years before in the 6th grade.
Bhe met a man with whom she kept company, had
immoral relations with him and became pregnant. She
denied immorality with any other man. The marriage v/as
discouraged because tne man cxaimed not to care for the
girl and said sue had been "running wild" with boys.
He vii'as placed in jail for one year.

G-. remained in the School one month, then was
sent to the State Inform ary for confinement. She
remained here eleven months. fhe n the hahy was taken
by the Division of Child Guardianship and she was re-
turned to the School. One year later she v/as placed in
a v/age home .
Supe rinte nde nt ' 3 report; Course completed, no
inte rfere nee . Hi ^h grade moron. ”G. has been a ^aOod
girl in the school, responsive and helpful. Sne has
done much better in the kitchen course than her rating
v/arrants. Doubtless, she is very easily influenced in
the community, but not here. Is a slow plodder, but is
intelligent along industrial lines.”
Matron's report: "Likely to fail morally. Is
a very kindhearted girl, very fond of children and has
good intentions but is weak and easily influenced.”
Takes no re sponsi b il ity . Good tempered. neither lies
nor steals. Clean, not low-minded. A follov/er. jj^rank.
Heligiously inclined.
Principal's report; never gives any trouble in ^
I
the classroom. Very much retarded mentally.
I
I
V/hen she was first paroled she v;as worried about
j
her baby, was moody and bad tempered. vi si t to the
j
baby nelped her some, but sne grew restless and dejected
i
I
again; t nougat the world was age-insii her. The employer
grew impatient and unsymp athe ti c and she was placed after

one year ia aaother homa. oha v/as ve moody aad low
in spirits. 3ho 'becama pregaanu again aad was seat
to the State Infirmary. • a.fter the birth of another
son slfi a was returned, to the last place. Gr. was very
daspoadent and very moody. She said she loved the
father of the first child and wanted to marry him but
v/as afraid he would not if he knev/ of the birth of the
second child. She was allov;ed to marry the man and
they went to her motner’s to live. Her husband soon
provided a home for her and his baby. She v\fas very
happy. The husband was good, to her and a few months
before she came of age she was pregnant again.
Interpretation: mentally incompetent girl
v/ho came from a home and a locality where illegitimacy
was accepted. She was kindhearted, easily influenced,
and gratefully accepted t ne petting and admiration
which she craved. The home i n wh ic h she wormed -did
not offer the interest aad protection taat she needed
at t hi s ti me .
While on parole she v/orried a great deal about
her baby and wanted to imarry the father of tine child
because she really loved him. She accepted the satis-
faction offered by other men because she was so easily
influenced and did not have the association of the man
she wanted. She wanted affection generously given and
c ompanionship.
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Her marriage sanctioaed the joy and satisfaction
her v/eak will and impulsiveness could not have pre-
vented her from getting otherwise,
H. was committed to the Industrial School at the
age of 14: years 11 months on a charge of Lewdness.
I'his was an only child who had been placed in
a boarding home at 9 v/ee ks by her mother; she remained
nere until sne was nine years old. Then, when this
foster mother died, her motner placed her in an insti-
tution out of the State where she remained until she
was fourteen years old. iier mother then brought her
back to Boston where she lived with her mother until
her mother died seven months later. After the mother's
death, H. went ‘to live with her father who was drunken
and shiftless and living with another woman.
The parents were married after the child's birth;
the father lByqt showed aiiy interest in her and did not
care what became of her. During the time the girl was
v/ith her father she was presumably abused and nagged,
and he was unable to control her. The girl detested
her father but was loyal to her mother's n^mory.
H. left the institution where she was more or
less restricted and went into a very immoral atmosphere
at the beginning of adolescence. Both her parents were
a bad pattern for her and sne, beings a dynamic and
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pleasuro-loving parson, easily drifted into a poor
crov;d. oha was immoral with five different hoys,
stayed out all nij^ht, and danced in nig,nt clubs.
Jha remained in the ochool one year, ei^ht
months.
oupe r int a ine nt ' s report; Course completed
although interfered with somev/hat by conduct. border-
line intelligence. ”H. has ability but sne has been
more or less indifferent; could ijave accomplished much
more and made more progress if she had exerted herself
to do so. Is not always reliable; inclined not to
think herself at fault. Unfortunate for her that she
has not been more responsive. beads firm, close super-
vision. ”
matron's report: V/ork in house good, though not
especially efficient; only works as a way to get out
of the institution. Lazy. ’.Yeak points of character,
unreliable, irresponsible. Cood tempered. *jie a to
£,6 1 rid of blame. Loe s not steal. Clean, but untidy.
Jensitive. "h. nas been a nard ^i train in nouse-
work; does not care oo work; has been impudent and
saucy .
"
Principal's report: "V»hile here we have found
her absolutely unsa tisfac tory both as to work and desire
to improve. She shows not the least interest in doing
anything to help herself. She dislikes v/ork of all
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kixids- and has no intention of doing it. I do not knov/
of one thing that she has accomplished. all she v/ants
i s an irresponsible, good time. The one thing she does
like to do is cook. 3he did well in her domestic
s ci e nee course. "
Medical report shovyed poor hearing due to former
absesses in ears.
H. was paroled to tne home of a relative of her
first foster mother. This home was materially very
good but the woman had no control over H. who became
defiant, uncontrollable and involved v/i th a married man.
Ten months after ner placement sne v/as reported as
missing. The office was unable to locate iie r alunough
she frequently' vyas seen in houses of ill -fame. ohe vyas
drinking heavily and reported as livixig vyithout visible
means of support. l*our months later sl:i e was arrested
on a cnarge of Idle and Disorderly Conduct, under an
assumed name, with another paroled girl, and returned
to the office. dhe had never had a sense of honor.
She had made repeated appointments vyi th the office
that she never kept. She was returned to tne School
for discipline and t re atmen t.
After seven months she vyas i^aroled to a wage
home \/h e 1 e she did not do well at all. She was removed,
refused several jobs, and insisted upon going back to
the foster home. She \yas placed in a boarding home
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v/here she was continually ugly, disobedient, and create
discontent among the other boarding girls. She was
allowed to go out days looking for work. She wouxd be
gone all day, come in late and refuse to esylain her
trips. She v/as beiUo immoral with several men. H.
was returned again to the School for discipliue and
t rea trne at
.
i'his stay lasted five months. She v/as then
tried again in the guardian’s home. She v/orked in
several places and v;as alv/ays involved with some man.
ii^ve months later she was again reported missing and
was still missing when she came of age eight months
later.
I nt e rp re tati on: One might safely say H. was
the victim of untov/ard circumstances. Her frequent
moves as a child had allowed her no time to form
loyalties or sustaining habits. i’he deaths of her
foster mother and her mother, her father's indifference
and treatment had deprived her of all affection. Her
living in an innnoral atmosphere had plua^^ed her into
delinquency just at tne time when sne needed love,
guidance, and atteution. Jne probably realized in a
vague v/ay she was the victim of condiGions over which
she had no control and resented being sent to the
Industrial School. She became bitter and resisted
all authority. She refused to accept everything parole
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had to offer. Suggestions and force were alike rejected.
her continued de 1 inciue nc i es reveal a desiderate
search for tine sat isf 31 in^ re la t io nsn ip s tnat might have
been forthcoming if some rapport could have been ob-
tained with this girl.
I. was transferred from the Division of Child
Gruardianship at the age of sixteen.
She v/as an illegitimate, only child v/hose mother
had brought her to Boston from the South when she was
about thirteen years old. I'he mo'ther v>/as separated
from the girl's step-father, and had a boy friend
v/ith whom I. had been immoral. Her mother had beat
her terribly saying the girl needed the severe cor-
rection.
I. was in the &th grade, mentally deficient,
probably five years retarded.
AS a State ward she had lived in five foster
homes wnere she was quarre Isome
,
quick tempered,
incorrigible and stubborn.
She remained in the School for tv/o years.
Superintendent's report: Course completed
v/ithout interference. Bull normal inte 11 igence . Has
done best work in kitchen course. Is capable along
this line, especially cooking. "I. craves attention
and v/ill "clown" if necessary to get it. Has gained
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a great deal ia self-control. Is childish at times."
Matron's report; Weak points, indolent and
disorderly. Usually good tempered. Lies about her
work to get rid of blame. Very careless about her
person, keeps untidy room. Lot low-minded. Is a
leader, not influenced by others. "Leads supervision;
does not take life seriously. i’ond of amusing girls,
less fond of v\/ork yet can do well when she applies
nerself. I'ond of reading."
Principal's report: Promoted to 7th grade,
conduct in classes fair, somev«/hat erratic; at tines
is enthusiastic and again is lazy and indifferent,
xtoves to attract attention. ^xt times is sullen v^hen
corrected. Loe s not do well in academic classes, re-
peated 6^ and 6B grades. Much interested in reading.
Pond of Bible study. Lome s tic Science, very good
results. Snowed a good attitude and very good effort.
Pairly neat about work.
I. was placed in a wage home from v,^:jich she ran
away because she had a quarrel with the employer. She
was returned to the School for discipline. She re-
mained seven months.
V/h on sh e wa s pa ro 1 e d aga in sh e wa s t r is d. in
eight different homes in two years in none of which
did she make a good adjustment. She ran from her last
place and was found in a house of ill -fame in Lew
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Jersey. A fev7 months later she became of age. She was
last reported as a cook in a fraternity house.
Interpr e tation : fnis girl had come from a small
Southern town to a congested area of a big city v^here
the mode of living was entirely differen t . as an
illegitimate child she had missed all the assets of
natural famili^ life. her mother had set before her
no pattern of high moral staadards.
ner limited intelligence, the attractions of
the new environment and the suggestions of men and
undesirable companions combined to lead her into
delinquent acts. She did not have the natural and
acquired stamina to resist these forces.
Before her commitment the series of foster
mothers probably did not spend the time and effort to
understand her. Her actions and attitudes served to
antagonize them while she herself did not have the
intelligence and training to enable her to control
herself
.
Her mother did not know hov/ to control her,
resorted to extreme punishment and probably did not give
her much affection. ^xfter the episode with the boy-
friend there mignt possibly have bee-n real hatred
directed tov;ard tne girl.
I. \/as starved for affection and attention and
went to all lengtns to attain these desires.
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While on parole her re s tie ss tie es
,
erratic be-
havior and desire for attention reacted unfavorably to
her employers so that her placements were failures.
AS her failures accumulated she grew more restless and
ran away from her difficulties.
It seems that the visitor made every effort to
place tais girl in a steadying environment. I>ifferent
localities and different types of families were chosen
but she was so unstable sae could not adjust to any of
t hem.
J. was committed to the Industrial School at
the age of fifteen years on a Stubborn Child charge.
Ihis girl was the fifth of seven children.
The family came from the West Indies where the girl's
father had died. Her mother came to Boston after her
husband's death and married another V/est Indian. She
brought her children here one by one, J. being the
last and about five years old at the time of arrival.
The step-father was kindly, the family v/as self-sup-
porting and had a good reputation. The mother, however
could not control this girl. She had been sexually
deliut^uent a ad stayed out ail night frequently.
une of tne court workers su^tjested she might do
much better under the simpler conditions of the h'est
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ohe ramainsd at the School one ar
,
ej.even
in 0 nt h s
.
Su]pe r inte nde at ' 3 report: Course completed v;ith
no interfere lice . ”Is a capable girl along industrial
lines but has had fev/ advantages. Has been responsive
and interested in the kitchen training. Has been
reliable and is able to carry responsibility.”
natron's report; thorough in all courses.
Strong point of character, loyalty. Vveak point, easily
led. Good tempered, seldom sullen, does not lie or
steal. tery clean, not lov/ -minded. Personal resources,
reading, studying, sev/ing. Frank. fakes correction
Vi^e 11 if she thinks she deserves it. "A very steady,
reliable girl, agreeable and desirous of pleasing
others. Eager to study music. 'Wants to work out but
be able to go home nights. Will make a good servant."
Priiicipal's report; Has made much improvement
lately. Is putting better effort into ne r worm. Hhe
has a very poor background for her school worm. Her
English, especially her written English, is poor. Ehe
finds it difficult to grasp the daily work. She has
been interested in current events and brings in many
clippings. Domestic science, excellent work."
The frustees decided to give this girl a chance
to fulfill her period of parole in her own home.
She caused no concern to her mother or to the visitor
,
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during the entire time of the parole. She was a very
pleasing girl to visit. The mother was very cooperative!
and friendly and never ceased to express her appre-
ciation for what had been done for J. The girl w or lied,
v/i th the exception of a few v/eeics, for the same family
since she left the school. The family for v/hich she
worked './as well knov/n to her mother. They took a very
active interest in the girl’s progress. J. was a great
help financially to her mother, and many times v/hen
her mother was unable to meet her financial obligations,
I
J. v/ould take from her small store of savings and
1
insist tnat ner mother use it.
The visitor felt that this girl developed very
,
high standards in nerself and was very much deserving
of an honorable hischaTue v/hich was av/arded,
Interp ret ati on: This girl's delinquences may be
;
attributed to the conflicts of culture. The family,
i
accustomed to the simple environment of one country,
!
i
had been transplanted to a large city in another
,
country where the mode of living v/as altogether dif-
i
j
ferent. The mother could not carry out the usual
I
i methods of family control because of the examples of
i
j
different parent-child relationships offered her child-
! ren by the people of this new environment. The girl,
of dull normal intelligence, v/as easily suggestible
and rebelled against the strict discipline. In her
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effort to secure the freedom of the American girls
she he came delinquent,
fhe commitment to the School checked her de-
linquent tendencies. Her unde rs tan di ng
,
cooperative
family and her successful employment helped her to
develop the potential goodness that was a part of her
so that her personal and social adjustment was assured.
I'here vi^as little personal disorganization in
this case. ^fter J’s delinqueiit tendencies had been
checked and her life given ne v; direction she was, with
the help of kixid, sympathetic friends and relatives
and a v/holesome e nvir onment
,
able to find her place
in the community again.
K. was committed to the Industrial School at
the age of sixteen years, ten months on a Stubborn
Child charge.
Her father was a Civil ,/ar Veteran, much older
than her mother. He had been married twice before he
married this girl’s mother. k. v/as the fifth of seven
children by this marriage. I’here were tv/o dead.
Her mother had a good reputation morally, but
was very talkative, quarrel so'me and had caused much
trouble in her neignb orhood. She quarreled frequently
with her children and often put ohem out of the house.
k. vms in tae bth j^rade. she hmd repeated the
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1st and Bth grades "because of lack of ability and lack
of study. dhe was a truant. 3ha raiiked lov\^ in all
studies. Bna Vvas t noug^nx to be low inen tci, 11^ but not
really mentally deficient, nhe was indifferent to
school and said she disliked it.
k. had bean on probation for several months
because she was stubborn and v/ould not obey her mother.
She admitted relations with one boy, feared her mother
would beat her so she jumped out of a v/indow and ran
away. She was gone a weak. When she raturiBd she
was taken to court by her mother and committed to the
3c hool
.
She remained in the School six months.
Superintendent’s report: Course not completed.
"A capable girl but extremely slow. Y/hat she does is
thoroughly done. Y/ill never make any demands. I’oo
silent. Over-sensitive." Dull normal intelligence.
matron's report: w'aak point of character,
indolence. look no re sponsibi 1 iiiy
.
Somev/hat inclined
to be sullen. Does not lie or steal. Clean. ^ fol-
lower, Secretive. "Very slow ana watched for an
opportunity to rest. ifor soma time her attitude was not
the best, but she improved before leaving,"
Principal’s report: Good, very q_uie t in classes.
Does only fair work in academic classes. She is not a
s te ady wo rke r
.
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V/hen she was paroled she was allov/ed to go to a
church school in the South. She did well in school and
her conduct was above reproach. She was allowed to
return home vvi th her mother for the summer vacation.
Her clergyman and the probation officer agreed to
cooperate with the offic-e in supervision. during the
summer II. left, v/ithout the permission and hnov/le dge
of the office and her mother, to go South in a car
v/ith a woman friend who v/as slightly linown by her
family. Her mother was very an g,ry and summoned her
home. V/hen she returned taere was much fricauion in
the house. Her mooher v;as so cri uical and euspicious
the girl v/as very unnappy.
fhe next school year, the mother „iade ma con-
flicting plans. at one time she wanted . to retui-n
to school; at another she v/anted her to stay and help
v/ith her sick father. lUnally, in the middle of the
term it was decided tiiat II. return to the school. She
wasn’t there long, however, before she returned because
of her father’s death.
She found a job and v/as satisfying her employer,
but at her mother’s insistence, she left work and
entered high school. She really did not want to go to
school and neglected her studies. After a few weeks
she wi thdrew.
throughout ner parole she had secretly met the
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mail witii whom she was t'iist iavoived. ner mcth^;;r
kaew of soma of these meetings ann always "fu.ew iuto
a rage". ^his man v/as called to the office to talk
over the situation and decided to face the mother's
hatred and accucations and annou-.ce the plan to marry,
after this the general quarrelio^ in the home he came
more violent. k. took refuge with relatives. ohe
found work and contributed to bar mother's support.
k' s attitude toward the office v/as usually
resentful and uncooperative as an e:^tension of her
attiuude toward her mother, otherwise, she could have
been honorably discharged. Seven months after coming
of age she married the man './ho was always interested
in her. rhey are now livin„ wiiin her mother and have
a baby gin. _he mother is sti^i quarre xsomo and
meddlesome.
xhte rpre tati on; *his is a case of mother -
daughter conflict. I'he mother was such a suspicious,
critical, quarrelsome person she antagonized her
children. Several reputable people in the neighborhood
expressed the opinion that the mother's complain.ts
were far out of proportion to her daughter's misconduct.
k. had no reaa incentive for good conduct.
School offered ho r no satisfactions. She did not li^.e
it and was truant as often as she could be. ner home
at times nas so unpleasant she had to leave. x^er
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mother ohjected to her havi the ^v^oua^j ma a come to
the house and as il. v/anted to see him she did it
se ere t ly
,
She resented tne strict supervision of parole
he cause she considered it in the same light she did
her mother's forceful control. This transference was
a looked-for seo_ueuce because the girl v/as already
cnafirio Under tne unusual attitude of her mother c=,nd
1
would nntnraj. view any outside I'ijstrciint as a further
rmpositron.
L. v/as transferreo. from tne liivision uf Cm la
Gruar di ans hip at sixteen years of age for running away.
one was the third of four children. her parents
^
were divorced. Her father was cruel and abusive. Her i
mother's reputation was good but she v/erhed out of txia
home and could not give her children the proper care !
i
and supervision.
^tS a State \7ard m . na d lived in two foster homes.
The second foster mother had hit the girl with a shovel
and banged her head against a faucet. L. went to school
and did not return home. She stayed over- night with
I .
a girl friend, then stayed four days at the home of her
|
foster grandmother; she returned of her ov'/n accord. Sue!
denied stealing and i^mnora li ty but a stretched h./men
showed eviaence of some tamperin^a. i
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ij. remainod iu the School one year and seven
mo nt hs
.
oUjjer inte uae nt ' 3 report: Course ccm_t.leted, no
i nt e rl'e re .jC e . normal moutality. "uii’j. na s oeen ^o o d
in the Co no 0 1 . Che is la uy - 1 i ^^e a u6. vi/e i 1 -m an ne re d
.
good worker a iid capable. not always de pen da ole in
little things. ii. good cook. Helpful. good thinker
and good in academic work as v/el 1 . ”
matron's report: completed and did well in all
subjects given in the house. Ctrong points of charac-
ter, good natured, does no u shir^^ duties. wood temx-ered
Clean about person, improved in interest in care of
room. Hot low-minded. a leader who was little in-
i
flue need by others. kond of reading. "Has a very !
i
good mind an.d is much more capable than many are about
|
their vi/oric."
I
I
Principal's report; Che has shown much im- I
j
provement in conduct. is occasionally sill^ and lack- i
iug, in CO nc en trati on and stability but otnerwise gives
little tir oub 1 e ne ii un de r su jje rvisiOh ws in a senoox-
room. Interesued in senool work and has received gjOod
ranks in the various subjects. Promo tea to Hnd year
ofthehighschool.
j
one v/as paroled to a wage home v;here she did
|
*
i
not get on well with ne r employer. In the ne5:t home
where she was placed she remained three years except
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X or six mouths v/he u the i'oster family went abroad.. In
the home where sne substituted for these six moot as
she was equally successful and well liked. dhe did
e xcep t ional ly well in the environmeno in which she was
placed. one v/as trustworthy and reliable, and 'was
devoted to her employer and 'che enix^lo^er's cnildren.
;She gave her visitor no trouble and always conducted
herself in a very normal v/ay . 3he ¥/as extremely loyal
to all m th whom she came into contact.
xn recommending an Honorable Bis charge her
visitor wrote, ’'i<his is one of the finest colored girls
visitor has nad the pleasure of cariu^ for and feel she
snould mane a very successful member of 'cne community.-
Int e rpr e tati on; a-, came from a broken nomc wne re
she had missed the normal, relatiouohip of t 'wo
parents. line was gro'wiuo np v/i thout the coucitant care
and supervision she needed. When she was placed in a
foster home, life became more difficult because of the
cruelty of the foster mother. 3he ran away to escape
this treatment.
Hi nee her delinquency resulted more from social
than personal causes, a positive, encouraging environ-
ment helped greatly in her adjustment to community life.
When she v/as given a chance to develop iu a pleasant
home where she v/as treated kindly and appreciated as a
person, her natural desires and wishes were satisfied.
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There was no aeed for seeking an escape that might lead
to delinq^uent behavior. As her employment and contacts
proved successful and broUt,ht happiness, her habits of
jjood conduct vi/ere c ry s ta li ze d
.
k, was cuimuitted at i;he a,ge of inirteen years
and tnree montns on a stubborn Gnilu crjarge. ner fatner
and mother v/ere born ixi Jamaica. nor mo she r aied v/hen
the girl ¥/as three years old. The father married again.
The father v/as rather shiftless and unable to hold a
position long. His reputation v/as fair. Tne step-
mother was much younger than the father. ghe did not
give his children sufficient food and clothing and
|
locked them out at night. oxie did not want to have
anything to do with the step-children. m. was the
second of six children - the last two half -siblings.
Older brother was in Lyman; younger sister and brother
living vath maternal grandmother; half-brother living
wi tn father and step-mother. The m-ternal grandmother
had care of the children since mother's death.
m. ;vas ixx otn grade, itepeated otn ^rade -
faiiea of promotion because of la cm of attexxtion and
application. dirl naa x. ad ver^ little supervision
while in fatr. er'o home ana was neg^lected by xje r step-
mo txxer. Ixi her graiidmo t he r ' s xiome sxxe had her ow xx way
and did not get the constant care that a girl of her
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iu. had lived for a v/hile in the home of a family
friend, had played truant, v/as disobedient and trouble-
some. xhe father failed to pay her board regularly.
i-i. boarder in the step-mother's home had forced nis
way into her room and nad relations with her once.
Through the neglect of this girl, she -was faet becomiUo
a problem and it waa thought advisable to send her to
the Industrial School for training and supervision.
She remained in the School one year and seven
months.
Superintendent's report; Course completed, no
interference. Dull normal intelligence. "u. is by
nature a brie,ht, capable girl but is not dependable and
is not alv;ays neat about ne r v;orm. nid very v/ell in
the b:itchen. Is a very ^o o d laundress. Hi.. is too
self-centered. will need careful supervision and firm-
ness. "
katron's report: Strong points of Character -
good disposition and faithful. V/eak points - easily
influenced; does not take re sp ons ib il ity . Cood tempei^d.
Does not lie or steal. Improved in cleanliness. Is
a follower. Is frank. Personal resources - sewing and
music. Keligiously inclined. "Is naturally slack but
tries very hard to overcome it. is agreeable, kind and
well meaning."
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Priacipal’3 rep or u*. Gth grade. Conduct in
classes: She is not causing disciplinary trouble at
the present time, hut is accomplishing nothing because
s ne will not exert nerself to make an effort to learn,
and will not apply herself. Sne nas been au unde-
sirable girl. She has been unreliable, aisobeaient and
sly. She will not admit herself in the wron^ unless
forced to do so. She nas a very exasperating v\/ay of
smiling when being corrected. She does v/ell only v/he n
she knows she must and when she is under close super-
vision. Her school work is unsatisfactory.
She was paroled to a wage home where she seemed
happy. She took corrections well and tried to learn
all she could. She lived in a country place where she
could have a garden, study birds, and do other things
of that tjature. Her employer took much interest in
her. I'he standards of this home were very high. M.
had to be checked up on her work as she v;as inclined
to be slack and untruthful. About two years later she
accused her employer's husband of treating her impro-
perly. I'he employer emphatically denied this. Said
that iiL. had been stealing, untruthful, slack in her
work and refused to xeep ne r any longer. was placed
in another home wLq ro ne r wo was very slack, and
where she stole food and petty articles such as lip-
sticks, etc. Stayed only about t \¥0 months in this
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plaoa. Was placed agj'aia alter solemul^ promisia^ to
stop stealing. 6he seemed co do better in lihe country
than in the city. Three months later sne stole five
dollars in money and a watch from this employer. x-ocal
and state police called in but Li. emphatically denied
talcing the things. Later, in the office, she admitted
the theft, but said that she tnrew both tne money and
the v;atch in a field. ween later, she ran from tne
place. She was picked, up by uhe police and taken to a
detention home where she stole a pin and ran away with
another girl. She v/as picked up by a Traveler’s Aid
Social V/orker. Then she told a story of having come
from Lev/ York and asked to be given fare to Lverett.
She was returned to the Industrial School for discipline.
ij'ive montns later she v/as placed in another
wage home. She seemed happy and v/orkea v/eil the first
few months. i^ater ner employer reported on©, t sne was
slow in her work, sulky v/nen corrected, ana untruthful.
M. stole a pair of silk stockings. She bought cigarettes
and low-grade magazines. Improved, however, and apolo-
gized for her conduct and disposition. Six months after
going to this place she had to have an emergency opera-
tion for appendicitis. Her employer took her to her
home for convalescent care. her employer's husband had
work in Texas and the family wanted her to go with them
when they went to Texas to live. This was postponed.
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hov/ever, and ivl. vvas placed with her grandmother to visit
until another place could be found for her. She v/as
placed f0 r a month in a home where she did very v/ell,
but her employer could not keep her as she was moving
to another city and had no room for her. M.. v/as
returned to her grandmother and allowed to seek day
work. 11.S none could be found sn e was placed in another
v/age home where she v;as very responsible, reliable, and
aelpful, xxer graiidmotner became ill and m. toon tne
re sp 0 nsi bi li ty of the family for a waile. Sne proved
to be a good nurse for her grandmother. she also paia
for the medicine and the doctor from her earnings.
I'hen she returned to her employer and went av/ay for a
summer trip vfiich included visits t o ma ny places in
iJew England. However, toward the end of the summer she
grew restless and lonesome, neglected her wrork, and
complained that the v/ork was too hard. She v/as also
untruthful. ojeft this place and returned to her grand-
mother who was ill again. She nursed her grandmother
well. She then found a job for herself which she kept
for a while. Hventually she left to go to Philadelphia
with a boy whom she met and who wanted to marry her.
i.i. had told employer 'Ghat she thought she was pregnant.
In the meantime, s family was naving a hard time,
f'nere was no one working, no fooa or fuel, and uhe grand-
motner v/as ill again. ner family naa refused to accept
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aid. Id, dad bee a Vi/o rdiat,' for a former employer who na d
hot be eh able uo pay ner. ao, ane e,o t aa other job
but was so vi/orried about the cohditiou of her family
that she was ab se nt-minde d about her v^rorh. iioe kept
this job about two moatns until she was definitely
found to have gonorrhea. Pregnancy was doubtful. 6he
j
was returned to the Industrial School. Her whole
family was distressed v/hen they learned k' s condition.
She still v/anted to marry the boy v/h o
,
it was learned,
lived in Boston and had lied about living in Philadel-
phia. He was working on a boat and was in port about
every ten days.
Six months later hi. was paroled to another wage
home. Phe employer began drinking excessively, did
much entertaining, and k. was compelled to cook and
serve guests as late as three in the morning. s.fter
five months, coaditions in the house were so bad
that k. was removed. m. lost interest in boy and found
an O'Cher place for herself. ^».t all cime s she was c on-
cerned about "Che v/elfare aiid conduct of her brothers
and sister. Seven months later m. became of age. she
was working well in a family of three adults where she
I
had full charge of the housekeeping. She still helped
her own family. All the money due her by former em-
ployers was finally collected and aided ner in getting
settled after becoming of age. The amount was a sub-
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stantial sum
Interpre tati on: A ne gle c te d child who was u n-
wantod and disliked hy he-r step-mother. Her father,
a shiftless, rather negative man, was not strong enough
to insist that his wife treat his children kindly,
her feeling of being not wanted increased when her
father failed to pay her board in the nome where she
lived. ohe must nave sensed her nome le ssne ss
,
but her
techniques for securing, affection and security were
inadequate. Jhe received a snoch when the man in her
s tep-mother ' s home forced his attentions on her.
In her grandmother’s home she had too much
freedom and chance to do as she pleased. Her grand-
mother, although she loved her, did not know v;hat the
girl really needed. ohe tried to compensate for the
step-mother's treatment by letting m. have her way in
e ve ry thing
.
dhe had difficulty in adjusting herself to the
regulations of the School. This was o nly natural after
a long period of freedom from restraint. Then, too.
She was the type of person v/ho hated correction and
did not like to admit a fault.
Her stealing of food seems to indicate sne
didn't g,e t enough to eat. It is hard to decide wnether
the man in the nome wnere she was placed molested her
or wnetner she was untruthful. it is quite possible.
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however, that her worji was ineiii cie at because sue aid
aot like it. ner limited vyages may aave bee a the cause
oi some of her tihefts. bhe waated tniags which her
,
wages would aot purchase. ;3he tnrev>r away the watch
aad tae money and denied taking them because she v/as
afraid of the coasequeaces of admission of guilt.
3he ran away from the place because she could aot face
the shame of her act, or the possible aostility of her
empl oy er
,
AS she grew older, hovaver, we notice a growing
sense of responsibility for herself and her family.
Her parole was a series of ups and dov;as. Although
she did not get an Honorable Discharge, one senses a
grov/th of steadiness and strength of character as sne
passed from adolescence uo womanhood.
a. vjas commit tea at the age of lo years on a
stubborn Cnild charge. ;ihe had been immoral wi tn two
boys and stayed out all night.
jJ, vi^as the second of five children of parents
born in jjarbadoes. Joe and tae family were regular
church attendants; she was an active member of a church
club. I'he parents had a good reputation and v/ere
financially secure.
J. v/as in tae eighth grade having repeated the
first and sixth grades. fhe school reported tnat she
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v/as ’’rather indifferent, more interested in outside
affairs than in school. i'ai le d because of inattention
and lack of interest”.
She had been taken to the Psychopathic Hosxoital
because of her disobedience, truancy, stealing, and
general misconduct. 'i'he HosxDital reported her ”not
insane but ne uras t nenic ” .
Sne remained in school one year and six months.
Superi nte ude ut ' s report; Course completed, no
inLerrere nee . bull normal i nt e 11 i ge nc e . '’m. will do
much better away from fae Ouaer oirls. aas a variable
disposition; is moody. Cares for little except scaool
work; quite musical, aeeds supervision ana much
b racing. ”
i.iatron's report; Very capable with hands. boe s
much brooding, has a strong imagination. boe s not like
hard \/ork. bot always good tempered. fakes some
responsibility. Is very emotional, lies, and steals.
Is very clean. decretive. ^».esources are reading,
i
studying, niusic, and sev/i ng. i
Principal’s report; Conduct in classes unusually
good, easy-going, inclined to be irresponsible, shows
,
a lazy, indifferent attitude in seme classes and a
better spirit in otners. "i^eeds much encouragement and
supervision if she is to do well.”
A, was first paroled to the house of ne r aunt
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because her mo "Cher was away v/orliing. After a month
she was allovi/ed to go home to attend school. her con-
duct was good at first. ohe became ve r^ hysterical at
times, fhe re was friction betv/een her and ner parents
because of her associates. ooon i^i.. be^an staying, out
late. ner school v/o rn was poor. ohe said sne v/as un-
happy at home because ner mother 'grumbled' so much.
Her mother was uncooperative and could not understand
why she should supervise 11' s movements so closely . her
misconduct continued. ohe was returned to the 3chool
after eight months.
ohe was paroled after eight months to a wage
home. although she suffered severe menstrual cramps
and v/as in bed several days every month, she did well
f 0 r a vfi ile
.
She then became disco nt e n te d ; she com-
plained that the work was too hard, that the children
were unmanageable
,
timt they kicked and spat upon her.
She threatened the children with a bread knife and had
nysterical outbursts. She began taking large amounts
of aspirin. ohe began stealing jewelry from her employ-
er and made repeated reiiuests to go home.
Seven montns after this parole sne Vt^as allowed to
go home where she found oe r own work ana dia well,
nowever she was soon found to be pregnant. her father
was very bitter; her mother was stoical and said that
iJ. was destined for an evil life because she was
r
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prenatally ”marz;ed''. 'i^he parents refused to accept
the responsibility for her co nf ine me nt . ne r father’s
wages had been cut and he was losing his home. dhe
was sent to the otate Infirmary for confinement.
lifter the birth of the child (still born)
she was returned to the School for care. I’hree months
later she was allowed to return home. 3he found her
own work and became pregnant a second time. I'he same
man, a married man with two children, was responsible,
xifter the first pregnancy he hadpromised to get a
|
divorce and marry her. ^
dhe was sent again to the State inf irmary and
wxiile there became of age and was transfered to the
.idult koor division.
i n t e rp r e t a t
i
o n : I'ais oirl v/as mentally ill
from fne beginuing. ne r instability Vi^as increased wne n
she could not live up to the strict rules of ner family,
ner parents did not understand her trouble and resorted!
to force whicn was not effective.
She was not only mentally ill but sne v/as men-
i
I
tally deficient and could not adjust herself to life
outside of the School. She v/as high- s trun^,
,
easily
upset, and absolutely without emotional control. To
i
make matters worse she was placed in a home where the ^
[
children annoyed her greatly. She v/as constantly in
j
conflict with her family.
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one accepoad tha ph^aical aaa amotioaal satis-
faction offered her by sexual experience. li. £,irl of
such mental condition and personality Vi/ea±^ne sses snould
have had the protective care of i ns t i t ut i o nal life.
She was both morally and mentally unable to maize a
good adjustment to the conventional requirements of
community life. lo make her position even more pre-
carious she did not have the sympathetic, sustaining
protection of a congenial family relationship.
0. was committed to the Industrial School at
the age of 14 years on a charge of narceny. 0. was the
second of six children. her parents were separated.
Her father, a former Lyman School boy who had married
at the age of nineteen, vi^as shiftless and irresponsible,
having deserted his v/ife and cnildren soon after the
birth of the sixth child. fhe motner was iimnoral
,
had
corij^enital syphilis, and was reputed to be of Vi/eak
character, poor standards, and a poor ai sc ipl inar ian
.
One year before o's commitment all of tne
children were taken by the Division of Child guardian-
ship except the oldest boy who v/as in the nyman School
and the youngest v/ho was allov/ed to remain with the
mother. I’he mother was receiving aid and her nome was
in an unspeakable condition.
0. was placed in a foster home by the Division
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of Child Guardianship. She began taking small sums of
money from this foster mother v/ho v/as not quite honest
herself, having a reputation of "being shrewd - all her
girls finally go to the Industrial school."
0. was in the eighth grade. The school reported
that she was a good girl, an average student, and made
good marks.
Superintendent's report: Course completed,
although it was interfered with somewhat by her conduct.
Sne is of normal intelligence. "0. has finally learned
to control ner temper. Sne is a neat, quick, energetic,
and most reliable girl. Sne could nave made more pro-
gress ij‘ Sne nad started, earlier to correct nerself.
She is tnorough in all she uoes. she needs unaerstaud-
ing . "
matron's report; Her strong points of cnaracter
are capable, clean, has initiative, and takes responsi-
bility. She has the following weak points; She has a
very ugly temper, is overbearing, determixied to have
her ov^n way. She does not take correction well. she
neither lies nor steals, is not low-minded; is a leader,
and is not influenced by others. She is "a bright,
capable girl, overbearing, and very quick-tempered.
She can do v/ell in anything but will not unless she
feels in the mood and v/ill not do what she does not want
to unless she is made to do it."

Principal’s report: She v/as in the second year
of high school. "Until very recently conduct in classes
has not been at all satisfactory. General attioude has
not been goou. Very unreliable; nas not put her mind
on v/orii; rude vi/hen correctea. preseat aoin^ mucn
better, nas controlled herself, accepts discipline and
is beginning again with ^ood spirit".
•I
She was paroled to a wage home after having
spent two years and ei^^ht months in the School. She
v;as placed in a Doctor’s home in the country where sne
did well at first. She then x-^^^chased clothing and
books which cost more than her v;ages could pay for.
0. denied having taken s cjne money, a watch, and some
other articles which had disappeared. She began to
lie concerning her actions. Although she had been
seen in the company of some town boys, she denied it
when she was questioned by a visitor. She asked con-
tinously to be allov\fed to go home and several montns
later she was allowed to go to her mother. Szie entered
High School but sne soon lost interest and left. She
was oiven a job but Vv^om^ed only a few days. Sne ig-
nored rex^eated requests by her employer and d ire cu ions
from the office to go to work. Sne then remained at
home, supposedly helping her mother. Her conduct v;as
variable. 'Phis state of affairs continued for nix
months, after which time her former employer re-employed
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her, the next month ^,36.00 wna mieain (5 I'rom a
deal: drawer in the employer's room v/hich 0. insxsted
she did not take. ^^s no solution could he reached,
the police were asked to investigate. I’he employer
v;as unv/illing to take out a warrant until several
months later when both the employer and u. v/e re at the
office and after much questioning 0. at last admitted
the theft. V/hen further questioned, she still denied
having taken the money, watch, and other articles from
her former employer. She agreed to y^jotIz for the em-
ployer to replace the stolen money. 0. v/as repentent
and said that she v/as anxious to go to work but still
persistently refused to begin work. She failed to
reply to a telegram which was sent to her asking her to
explain why sne v>/as noo working. visit was maae to
ne r home. I’he mother ana dauohter both denied having
received the telegram. check with tne telegraph
company disclosed the time of delivery and the name of
the person who received the telegram. Both still denied
having received the telegram. few days later 0- was
returned to the Industrial School for discipline.
I'hree montihs later she ran away from the school
with another girl (a). Many reports came into the
office of her having been seen at her mother’s house
and of her having work sanev/here near her mother.
Whenever the home was visited, the mother hysterically
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besought the visitor not to disturb her father who v/as
i
dying. She insisted that 0. had not been there since
her escape from the school. She later in the interviev;
admitted that 0. had come at intervals but stayed only
I a few minutes and refused to give an address. fhe
i
' mother asked that u. be allovi^ed to stay at home aad nelp
' with the care of tne grandfather if she were bound.
I
i
She ashed tnat une police not be sent to bne house
1
because of his illness. *i.fter 'onree monuhs, wne n tne re
was no further word from the mother, the nome was a^jain
visited with an officer. I’he mother was hysterical,
at first denying, then admitting that 0. v/as visiting
the home. ilelatives were visited and their homes were
searched. Repeated visits were made to the mother to
no avail. 0., when seen by anyone on the street and
Questioned about her address, v/ould say, "Would' nt you
like to know"?
I'he girl with whom she had escaped from the
School had, in the meanwhile, been sent to the V/omen's
xief orma t ory . It was thought that 0. might come into
the office of her own accord from fear of the same fate
but she did not.
One day, her older brotner came into the office
and reported that u. frequently visited his home and
v/as living v/ith an aunt wno was concealing her. ne
said that he thought txiat it v/ouid be better for u. to
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be returned to lihe 3c bool tiicaa tio live in auch d«a.ag;;er cue
circumstances. i'he next da^? 0. was found at ner brotLa^a
home. 3he came very quietly to ohe oliice. one said
she had been working and saving money. Inis v/as found
to be untrue. 3 he had been s'cealing money from home.
3he was again returned to the 3chool.
One year and five months later she was paroled
again home. Her grandfather had died. ner mother pro-
mised to repay the money 0. had stolen, though debts
prevented her from doing this for some time. 3he paid
a small amount occasionally. 0. became more reliable.
3everal months later, when 0. became of age, the police
were ashed to see that 0. and her mother paid the debt
in full.
Interpre tation: O's father, a shiftless, ir-
rospousible mau had found tne burden of a wife and a
family of six children more tnan ne could stand a ad nad
run av/ay from the uifficulty. ner mother found tne
task of supporting and keeping tne family together too
much for her to handle. her character was already weak
and this increased strain taxed her resistance to tne
limit. Ihe older boy had got beyond her control and
the younger ones were fast becoming unmanage ab le
.
0. tried to alleviate the deprivations in her
family by stealing. I’ne foster motner was unsympathe-
tic and offered the girl no help. possibly, if she had
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been handled differently vi/ith some thought having been
given to her background, and -uhe reasons for her steal-
ing, she would not have been sent av/ay
.
She did no stealing in the School, but after
living on parole a while, she succumbed to the tempta-
tion. Her attitude v/hile in the School showed, her
resentment and instability. She was unreliable and
rude when corrected. I'his attitude was maintained
while on parole. She made no genuine attempt to con-
quer her stealing, and, when confronted with the fact,
lied as most thieves do to cover up tneir wrongdoings.
Since she hepi; asking to go home, it was decided uhat
she be given a chance at home with her motner; tnere
was a chance that her anti-social behavior was a mani-
festation of an unhappiness and sense of frustration
in the wage home. 'rfhe n she had returned home and still
showed signs of restlessness and indecision, it v/as
deemed best to give her another job so that she could
be kept busy part of the time. her refusals to v\fork
and her opposition to her mother gave her sufficient
response so that she continued this anti-social be-
havior as long as the office allowed it. She was made
to take another job and immediately began to steal
again. une wonders if it were really a desire for
money, a compelling need to steal, or a revenge method.
'I’he more coercion v/as used by the office, the

more she resisted authority. Her mother proved herself
to be as uncooperative and as much a falsifier as the
£,irl.
u’s brother seemed to have been the only mcimber
of the family who was interests a enou^n in her to want
her conduct and attitude improved. V/he n she vjas paroled
from the school the last time she s hov;e d evidences of
a beginning reliability. After years of revolt there
may still remain the possibility of a personal reorg,ani-
za ti on.
P. was committed to the Industrial ochool, at
the age of thirteen years, on a citubborn Child charge.
Che was the fifth of seven children, two of which
were dead. The parents had been separated about ten
years and the father v/as taidng care of the children
as best he could. He had a good reputation but was
bitter about life and v;ome n because of the way his v/ife
nad treated aim.
Tne mother was living out of tne state aud shov/ed
very little concern for line children. one aaa a poor
repu tat ion.
Tv;o of P's older brothers v/e re under suspended
sentences to the ayman Hchool. The Division of Child
Cuardianship had her younger sister under their super-
vision.
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'x'he homo was poorly lurnishoa but oloaa, the
houseke opi ri£5 bein^ doue entirely by the t'atner, v/no
took very good care of the home. There V\/as no record
of public aid.
The girl v/as in the seventh grade at the time
of her commitment. She was doing fair work, liked
her teachers, and school.
P. had led practically an unchecked existence
and just prior to her commitment her tendencies grew
extremely contrary and conspicuous. She vms insolent
both in and out of the home. She had no respect for
her father, ignoring his counsel completely. her at-
titude toward him was decidedly impudent, and was just
as unappreciative of outside advice. Despite several
friendly warnings, she persisted in her unbecoming
benavior. ene remained out late at night as often
as she cared to; this offense was augmeated by tne fact
that ne r father worked ni^jhts leaving no one for her to
report to v;hen she came home. Just previous to her
commitment she took her sister, P. on a run-away
expedition. They spent the daytime on the streets
and at night slept on neighboring proches or in empty
houses. The sister returned home before she did.
P. was immoral with two boys. In court she was
defiant and impudent to tne judge. ne r father had
realized that she was quite beyond his management and
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that her present conduct vi/ould lead to ^'raver compli-
cations, and so consented to her commitment.
3he remained in the acnool two years and five
mo nt hs
.
Superintendent's report: Course completed,
altnougjn interfered v;ith somewhat hy conduct. She is
of normal int el lige nc©
,
"a bright girl, and neat about
her person, room, and v;orh. Has int;e 11 ige nee and a
great deal of ability. j^ia*.es nouse work as well as
senool work and cooks v/ell."
matron's rex^ort; aer strong poixit of cnaracter
is determination. ner M\iQa.K point is taat s ne is
easily discouraged. Sne tames re spo ns ib il i ty
,
is not
always good-tempered, and is sullen at times. She
neither lies or steals. She is clean about her person
and room but is inclined to be low-minded. She is a
leader and is secretive. Her personal resources are
studying, reading, making clothes, and music. She is
"a capable girl, fond of pets. Very strong in likes
and dislike s .
"
Principal's report: "Has done very well, care-
less at times, attitude not alvi/ays right v/hen corrected.
Conduct and effort, both good in academic classes.
She has much to contend with, for beneath the surface
there is a mean disposition and none too high ideals.
Sue can be very lazy, stubborn, and tantalizing when
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she feels so inclined, it depends on which side of her
nature is aroused. dhe likes school, tries very hard,
and v;orks steadily and well. ^ceceived ^ood marks.”
iine was placed in a v\/a^e home. one met a maid
in a near-h^ family who upset her hy telling, ner that
she snould earn more money. her employer thought that
she was meeting young men at this place. P. denied
this. i;3 ne remained in this place for eight months
and then ran av/ay leaving there the address of a young
man in another town. I’he next v/eek she v/as found
v/orking in, still another town earning twelve dollars
a week. i3ne was placed again v/here she did well for
four months. I’hen she was allovi/ed to go to hhode
Island, to her mother, as her father had died. Her
mother soon reported that P. wanted to run the streets
all of the time and would not v/ork. katters got so
bad that her mother had her arrested. She had knocked
her mother down and was immoral w^ith several men known
to the police .
Several months later sne ran away and was not
heard of for four months at wnich time sne was found
in a city in i.iassacnuse tt s . She was placed in the
House of the Grood Snephard until she could be brought
to Boston where she was placed in a boarding home. at
both places she tried to get away and was most unruly,
^it this time she was sent to the Psychopathic Hospital
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for observation. i’he diagnosis disclosed that she was
without psychosis, had a conduct disorder, and was not
insane.
She was placed again and nine days later ran
away taking twenty dollars with her.
Three years later she became of age and v/as still
uni oca te d
.
After three years more had passed P's younger
sister reported that P. v/as married and was living in
dew Jersey.
I nte
r
pre
t
ati
0
n: This girl grew up v/ithout the
guidance and care of a mother. ner father did all he
could to keep his family together and give tnern the best
care he could but he was completely baffled by the
problem of his undi scipline d daughter. nis efforts
at control were more than li^i^ely severe forms of punish-
ment that served to produce the very reactions that he
was trying to check. There is a possibility, too, that
his bitterness toward life and women affected his
children unfavorably.
The unfortunate situation in this household
precluded any establishment of loyalties, correct
notions of conduct, or a knowledge of personal rights
and obligations. Her rejection of any outside advice
was just an extension of the attitude toward her father.
If she did not accept his counsel and control, why.
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indeed, should she accept that from anyone else?
V/hile on parole she ran away to escape the irk-
some supervision and to get a job for herself where she
could earn more money. 3he had been upset by the talk
of her acquaintance and was dissatisfied with the money
she v;as making.
nhen sne was allowed to go to her mother she
still did' nt find the satisfactions she sought and
turned to bad companions and sex alliances for the
pleasure and excitement that v/ere not fortncoming in
conventional conduct.
her frequent run-av/ays, though the precipitating
causes are not given in the history, might be the
result of her years of resistance to autnority and her
inability to live under the regulations of parole.
She was determined to live as she t nought best and not
by the rules of parole.
sister of P. was transfered from the Division
of Child Guardianship at the age of twelve years and
se ve n mo nths
.
She was the youngest of five children two of
which were dead. xier father was dead at the time she
was committed. Tne mother was living in another state
i see previous case for home conditions;.
Sne was taken by the division of Child Guardian-
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ship aad was placed iu a fostex* nome because ne r lather
I
j
was uaable to ^ive aer the proxj'^r care aad supervision.
I
i 3he entertained boys in the foster homes without pe r-
i
mission and went into the woods and was immoral with
them. 3he was accused of handling indecently the
small daughter of one of the foster mothers. I’here
was also some petty stealing.
She was considered a moral menace at school
and was dismissed because of her bad influence on the
other girls. fhe school reported her as being un-
I
j
truthful, not always cooperative, but usually v\^ell
I
i disposed. 3he had an Intelligence Quotient of 108 and
I
;
all of her school requirements were up to the sixth
;
grade level.
;
8he was traasfered from the Division of Child
i
j
Guardianship because sne wrote an absence note to the
! school bus driver, to which sne si^^nea another girl's
name .
ohe remained in the ocnool for tv;o years and
nine months.
oupe ri nte nde nt ' s report; Course completed
though interfered with by conduct. 8he had normal
i nt el li go nee
. Che is "one of the brightest girls v;e
' have in the school but stands in her own light alvi/ays
by her v/illfulness and conceit. Very capable and can
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do more than well if ahe v/ishes. dhe has an ei^cellent
memory; can plan and carry out plans. ohe is not alv;ays
neat, but is a good and quick v;orker; alv/ays v/illing to
work. Is very curious and meddlesome, very officious,
kxcept for the above, could be termed intelligent."
matron’s report; Her weak points of character
were that she v/as untruthful and sly. dhe did not
steal. ohe was sullen and her temper v/as aroused by
criticism. Hhe wa*s not emotional or oversensitive and
was little influenced by other girls. Hhe was fairly
clean. xier personal resources included music and
re adi iig
.
Hhe was paroled to a wage home but her violent
temper, impudence, and destructiveness caused her
removal. Hhe v/as in four homes in two years at the end
of wh ic h time she was re tur ne d to the Sc ho ol for di s
-
cipline. Hhe had to be removed from this home because
of her disposition. She ran away from the nesit home
in which she was placed. Hfter ten months she returned
to the office of her own accord and explained that she
had been working in Hew York, but felt tnat she should
come back.
In recommending an Honorable Discharge, her
visitor wrote, "she has improved greatly and is fighting:
hard to control her disposition. Although she had been
a run-av/ay, she had the courage and honor to return of
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her own accord and take the consequences without shift-
ing the blame.
Interpre tation: was completely under the
domination of her older sister a.id followed the example
of her coxiduct. I'D v/as txiougnt tnat put; ting hur in a
different environment would cneci: obese tenaexicies.
ner immorality and obscene langua^^e v;e re efforts
to obtain affection and attention. I'hey v/ere the
symptoms of the deejper problem of insecurity, lacic of
training, and an incense need for the normal outlets
of childhood.
Possibly she had. not lived in the foster home
long enough to feel herself an accepted, wanted member
of the household. It may have been that removing her
from her own home only seemed to further intensify and
confuse her emotions.
Her disposition made her adjustment while on
parole difficult. dhe
,
like her sister resisted
authority, and ran away to avoid it, but unlike her
sister she realized uhat parole was attemptiug to xie Ip
her
.
although these two girls naa some sixiiilar ex-
]periences, there was a difference in personalities tnat
created altogetner different attitudes toward parole.
Whereas one refused to admit parole had ary thing to
offer her, the other, despite her reluctant acceptance
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of it, had a growing sense of need for assistance and ,
I
prote ction.
li, was committed to the Industrial Jchool at
the age of 11 years 10 months on a cnarge of Delinquent
Child.
j
dhe was the youngest of 2 children. her mother
'
I
had died in childbirth when h. was 6 years old. her
j
father died later. Che had made her home v/ith a
maternal aunt since her mother's death. R. slept on
the floor on a mattress in the same room with a maternal
uncle. R. reported this uncle had abused her.
I
Che was in the 4th grade at school and considered
mentally deficient. Che was troublesome and nad to be
constantly wat cried; sne liruanted and was aishonest.
hegirining at 7 hears xw. had a lon^ nisbory of
lying and stealing. Crie stole gloves, money, school
supplies, anything that appealed to her. Che had been
immoral with a boy of 12 years and for over a year with
a man of 40 years who ran a grocery story. He gave
her candy, ice cream, and., soda. I'he charge against her
uncle was dismissed because of trie girl's unreliable
statements. Che masturbated, and there was enuresis
until she was 9 years old. Che was troubled with head
aches often and there were convulsive twiches.

A mental diagnosia shov/ed she v;as dull normal
and of an unclassified behavior disorder.
li. remained in the school 4 years.
Superintendent's report: Course completed
although interfered v;ith somewhat by conduct and. men-
tality. Subnormal mentality. "R. has seme ability
but is not alvi^ays neat. She takes correction fairly
well. She does rough work best. kill need direction,
kindness, and firmness.”
natron's report: nean points of cnaracter:
unreliable, lazy, Sne tai^es no re sponsibilii,y
,
lies to
get rid of blame, but does not steal. Cood tempered,
hot clean about person, work, or room, and is low-minded
in talk. Is a follower, very much influenced by others.
Inclined to be sec relative. ”k. has improved since she
came to the School; she can work very nicely but does
not care to apply herself”.
Principal's report; Conduct fair. ”il. is a
very ignorant girl. She is disagreeable when corrected
and v/ill not work unless forced to do so.”
R. was placed in a wage home where she did very
v/ell except that she was very untidy and at times
saucy and impudent. She remained a year then because
of her impudence and ugly disposition had to be removed.
In the next home she only stayed a week because
she was so childish and caused so much trouble the
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amjjloi/er refused to Isze ep her. oae was returned to the
ochool for treatment for impetigo.
^fter two months sne was placed a^ain, out had
to be removed almost immediately because of her uoise
and untidiness. In her next place sne remained lb
months and did rather well although she was still un-
tidy and of an ugly disposition. During this time the
employer died and xi. took over the re spons'ibili ty of
keeping house for the daughter and father.
In the next home in which sne was placed she
did not get on well with the employer and remained
only 3 months. She was then allowed to live v/ith her
aunt; two months later the aunt died. She sought her
own work and had several Jobs which she kept only a
short time
.
She finally found a place she liked very well,
took full responsibility and did her work v/ell. She
Vi/as growing much neater. During this time, hovifever
,
she became pregnant by the uncle mentioned at the
beginning of the case. ^fter a still-birth sne was
placed again several fimes v/he re the success varied.
She became pregnant again and v/as taken to the State
Infirmary where she came of age* She v/as transferedu
to the Division of *i.id and kelief. Vv'hile at the
Infirmary x-rays were made and the pictures shov/ed an
old fracture indicating a trauma to the skull at some
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time in the past. It v;as never checked up with xt.
She was diagnosed as being a Psychopathic personality.
Inte rpre tat i o n: almost nothing is known about
this girl’s home life. She lacked the care of a mother
and father and was put into a strange situation at an
early age. Certainly her sleeping arrangements were
bad. Her delinquencies seem to have begun soon after
her removal from her own home. I'here is a question
wnethar or not there was a skull injury and if so there
is the further question whether it contributed in aiiy
way to her delinquencies. it seems safe to assume that
the headaches and c onvlusive tv/iches v/ere associated
with an injury. On the other hana the twiches may have
been the result of some unconscious reaction and without
physical basis. Her lying may have been defensive and
from fear or it may have been the result of lack of
training. Both the lying and stealing are indicative
of some need. It must be remembered, too, that H.
was considered mentally deficient. Her disposition,
untidiness, and instability are evidences of poor mental
equipment. strangely enough she did well in sane cases
where she was allov/ed to assume responsibility.
fhe whole history of her piarole is a record of
attempts to find a home that v/ould help her develop
an ordered life. Evidently these homes did not offer
the treatment, help, and encouragement that she needed.

i^Ior was she personally fortified to meat the problems
as they arose
.
d. was committed at the ag;e of lb ^ears b months
on a CiMT^e of btubbor nne ss
.
one was the bth of ? cnildren, one of wnom was
dead. ner mother had died v;ne n b. v/as b years ola;
she had a good reputation but was a poor disciplinar-
ian. her father had a good reputation. he formerly
worked at night but gave up the work to be home with
his children in the evenings. He was rather slov; and
easy going by nature and indulged the children. He
wanted to help them but was not sufficiently strict
v/ith them or himself to command their respect. He
was being treated for syphilis.
fhe home was in disrepair, dirty, cluttered, and
poorly furnished.
b. had been out of school a year. bhe left
when in the bth grade of the Vocational department,
bhe had repeated the 4th grade because of absence and
consequent poor work. bae stayed nome from school
whenever she felt like it and v/as finally dismissed to
obtain a position. bhe nad v/orked in five places.
bhe was immoral with several boys. bne nad
deceived her father into thinking she was working; she
would leave home every day saying she was going to work.
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ikt the e ad of the weak she gave her father money she
claimed to have earned. It was later discovered she
had borrov/ed the money from friends of her father.
V/hen confronted v/ith this fact she ran away from home,
^^.fter being found she v;as committed to the Industrial
iacho ol
.
iS. remained in the School for 1 year y months.
Supe r inte nde nt ’ s report: Course completed,
interfered with by conduct. normal mentality. "an
upper grade girl who has never done as well as she ,
could. Is capable in all lines of our training.
Intelligent enough to make good if she will make the
effort to he dependable."
i,iaiiroa’s report: .<eak point of character, not
reliable. 'look no re sponsib ili ly . Cood tempered.
Xiies about work, and to get rid of blame. x)oss not
steal. i’airly clean, not low-minded. reader, not at
all influenced by others. Secretative. x^eeds super-
vision. i-ikes to sing. "S. is efficient but does not
apply herself. She can do very good v/ork".
Principal's report; "Good under supervisi on--
does not like to exert herself but has a v/onderful
faculty of getting work out of others. One of her
greatest faults is her inclination to talk too much, •
I
forcing attention upon herself by so doing. She loves
i
flattery and praise, but cannot stand much." Work in
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classes variable
3 , was paroled, to a wage home where she did good
work hut was slow and untidy. 3he soon showed much
improvement, cJhe was instrumental in checking up on
another parole girl who v/as v/orking next door to her.
Her employer took her away for a vacation and when she
returned ner v/ork v\fas less efficiently done; she was
impudent and after 9 montas was removed.
In the next Home she did well, took University
Hxtention courses and was well liked. .^^fter a year,
hov/ever, she became so rude and impudent she had to be
removed. fhe employer's children were following d's
example
,
Her next placement was unsuitable from the first;
she was unhappy and the employer accused her of stealing
3. ?/as then allowed to live v/ith a married aunt
and seek her own employment; she was to pay her own
board. After one month the aunt reported that 3. had
failed to pay her board and had been staying out late
at night. 'i'he following month she ran av/ay
.
A year later the Social v/orker at the Gity Hos-
pital telephoned to say that o. had given birth to an
illegitimate child. ohe had a serious caae of gonorrhea,
i'he baby v;as sent to the Aye and infirmary for
treatment and 3. v/as sent to the otate Infirmary for
treatment. I'he baby was later sent tnere
,
too, and 3.
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became of aga while there,
I rite rpre ta t i o n: I'his girl grew up with ao
training, with no patterns for social behavior. I'or
most of her life she had done practically as she pleased
and v/as intelligent enough to devise plausable excuses
and alibis. 3he lacked the will povt^er necessary to
choose the way of acceptable conduct and seemed satis-
fied with herself as she \ya.Q
,
her reactions to the
School show her indifference and reluctance to do her
best.
While on parole she did well as long as she was
so disposed then became rude and impudent. She seems
to have been the kind of person v^ho becomes too familiar
after a period of close association.
She was opposed to authority and ran av;ay when-
ever she thought it would be exerted. fhere was an
entire lacic of moral sense; she indulged in sex rela-
tionships with an utter disregard of the c o nse q_ue nc e s .
I’he experiences were pleasing to her and she txiought
nothing of the conventional attitude toward such acts.
ii.1 though she was mentally able to choose other
than d.elinquent behavior her background and lack of
training nullified any desire to do so.
1'. was committed to the Industrial ochool at
the age of 14 years on a charge of xjarceny and Runaway.
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She was doing good v/ork in a school for retarded chil-
dre n
.
She v/as the older of two children; her father
was dead; her mother had a reputation that v/as above
reproach and an education that v;as superior to that
of most of her associates. 'i’he mother was married
again and the man had tried to get f. to do wrong with
him.
1'. remained in the ocnool 'd ^ears.
Superintendent's report; Course completed,
interfered v/ith somewhat by conduct. nigh grade moron.
Is neat and very capable; a good cook and sev/s well.
Results in kitchen course far above intelligence level.
V/orks intelligently but is not always dependable,
almost never resentful, but when she is can be very
cross indeed. Is lady-like and has a pleasant manner,
able to carry re sponsibility . Reeds firm hand but
under standi ng.
Principal's report: Gives no special trouble
in classroom, but is unreliable and not honest or
truthful. Repeating grade 6a with poor results. Pro-
bably has gone as far as sne is able mentally. domestic
dcieuce very good, much interested, had good results
usually
.
matron's report; no power of self-control,
strong points, capable and v;illing. Rad influence over

101
others; lies, steals. Qieaa about person but not about
room. Personal resources, readin^^, maain^ clothes,
fancy work. "Is a natural crook but has tried bo over-
power it. Having so little will pov/er, she has made
little or no progress. Unaware of her misfortune."
T. was paroled to a wage home and was tried in
three places. In all she was untruthful, i nef f icie iit
.
I’here v/as no wrong doing until about a year later.
She was returned to the dchool for discipline. This
time she remained for 11 months. ohe was tried in
another wage home.
iihe ran from this home and was a runaway 16
months later when she became of age. Later she came
into the office and claimed to have been working in
Hew Hochelle, H. 1. while she v/as a runaway. ohe v>^as
last reported living with her motner.
1 nt e rpr e ta ti on: Phis girl was laciiing in
intellectual ability and emotional stability. Jhe was
easily led. I’here was sometning v\/ithin herself and her
environment that compeled her to steal and run av/ay
.
ohe may have run away from fear of the consequences
of her stealing. ohe may have run away because of her
step-father's actions.
It was thought that a home Vi/here the standards
of efficiency were not so high and v/here the employer
was able to overlook her lapses would be best for her.
!
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The homes were chosen with these needs in mind hut the
placements proved unsuccessful.
Her Y'lOT'k. v;as efficiently done under the routine
of discipline of the ochool hut when she worked under
the less strict schedule of the homes she v;as ineffec-
tual. There is no mention of stealing, hut she was
untruthful in all of the places.
T. was on parole less than 3 years and of this
time she v/as a runav/ay 16 months. jjittle could he done
in the form of treatment.
Of the tv^enty cases siiudied tv/elve girls lived
in their own homes and eight, lived in foster nome s
.
In three cases the parents were divorced; in three the
parents were separated. In four cases one parent was
dead and in one both parents were dead. Six girls were
illegitimate. Two lived in their ov/n homes with both
parents. Three -girls were on probation at the time of
fneir commitment to the Industrial School. Hight had
been in the care of other agencies. These girls were
the failures of parents or foster parents. Private
organizations, public agencies, the courts and pro-
bation had proven inadequate and unsuccessful in their
remaki ng.
Of these cases two were classified as High G-rade
iaoron, one as border line, eleven as Dull Hormal and
six as Hoifial. Three had been diagnosed as having

conduct and personality disorders and one 'not insane
but neurasthenic’.
One ^i’irl v/as committed on a Charge of Breaking
and -entering in the Bay time, one for disturbing the
Peace, two for Larceny, tv/o for xiunaway
,
one for
\i/riting an Obscene note, one for being a ueiin^iuent
Child, three for being a o^ewd L'anton and nascivious
Person in opeach and Behavior, and nine for stubborn-
ness. in all except four cases the girls had been
sexually delinquent,
ij’ive of the girls received Honorable Discharges,
five were runav/ay at the time they came of age, three
were transferedd to the Division of xi.id and Belief, tv/o
v;e re sentenced to the iieformatory for h'omen, one married
before coming of age; of the four who came of age one
had been in jail and was on probation, one married
later, and two v/e re later reported as working.
Three of the girls were allov\^ed to return to
their ov/n homes, one was paroled to a foster home,
one was allov/ed to go out of the State to school, and
fifueen were paroled to wage homes.
D. was paroled home because it was thought "Ghat
after tne aiscipline and training of the Industrial
Scnool she would be able to live within the limits of
parole in her own home. ner erratic, unstable personal
i ty indicated that placement in a wage home v/ould be
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unsu c 09 3Sf ul . liowever, becauaa o±‘ her uumoral attitude
tov/ard life and emotioaal conflicts she v/as unable to 1
resist the suggestions of men, fhe home did not offer
the necessary protection and encouragement; there v/as
nothing in her or her environment to make for integra-
ti on.
J' s parole at home proved quite fortunate, her
family wanted her back in the home; they v/ere willing
to do everything to help her find herself. Her work
was pleasant and satisfying; she was willing and anxious
to contribute to the support of her family. Because
of her personal resources and satisfying relationships
she v/as able to follov/ the nev/ direction her life had
been given by the parole process.
XA.lt hough xi. v/as allov/ed to go home from the
Bchool she v/as unable to establish satisfying relation-
ships with her parents. fhey were critic^il, objected
to her friends and did not give the proper supervision,
ohe became hysterical and continued her misconduct*
Because of her upset condition her school work v/as poor,
fhe Bupe rint ends nt
,
Principal, and laatron reported that
this girl would need supervision and e nc ourageme nt if
she were to do well on parole. ner home offered
neither of these and she had not the personal stability
to succeed without them,
H. v/as paroled to a foster homo where the foster
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mother did not have the ability to control her. She got
into difficulties continually and finally ran av^ay to
escape the restriction and supervision to which she
objected so strenuously. She had a history of irre-
sponsibility and unreliability that she maintained
throughout parole.
ii. vi/as allov;/ed to g,o ouii of the State to attend
school. It vms her mother’s plan for her and the office
accepts any leasable plan of the parents so far as it
is wisely possible. She did fairly well both academi-
cally and in conduct vi/hile in school. Unf or tuna te ly
her father’s death and her mother's disposition nulli-
fied the test of this ey.periment. ^.t least it may be
assumed that she did not v;ant to attend scnool at homo
because she only went a few weeks. her parole at
home would have been successful had it not bean for
her mother’s constant nagging,
P., I., L.
,
0., and were transferred from the
Division of Child Guardianship; G. had bee'n in the care
of the Childrens xj.id i^sso ciation. These girls had no
homes and had to be paroled to wage homes. There are
several reasons why wage homes are chosen for the girls.
The first is the very practical one tnat the Ctate
cannot afford to pay the board of all the girls in its
care. The otner reasons have tne girl more in mind.
It is hoped that the girl will get an iaea of v\/nolesome,
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wall organized lamil;/ life by living with acme v/all
chosaa family. I'he wa^e homa is supxjoaed to £,iva tha
supervision, discipline and blindly interest that will
help the ^irl in her adjustment to community life.
Finally the domestic training begun in the Oc hool will
be further developed in the v/age home.
P.
,
Xi
. ,
and made good adjustments in their
wage homes and received Honorable discharges. P. had
many personal difficulties to overcome, but when she
found a center for her affections she grew more steady
and dependable. At times she vms irritable and dis-
satisfied in her place; she objected to the supervision
and control of parole but as she grew older she altered
these attitudes. 6he liked the place so well she re-
mained after being released from parole.
did not get on v;ell with her first employer
but in the neiit place she remained tnroughout her parole
except for a period of six months during wnich time she
.did eq.ually well as a substitute in another place. ohe
was trustv/o rt hy
,
reliable and devoted to the family
with v/hich she lived. Her conduct was above reproach
and her attitude toward parole good.
'vi. on the other hand did not make a good ad-
justment; she had a violent temper, an unpleasant dis-
position and carelessly destroyed the property of the
employers. These conditions made her placements
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difficult. dhQ
,
too, objected to the restrictions of
parole and ran awa^ . ^j.s sne ^'rew older, nowever, she
realized that parole offered her tne assistance and
protection she needed.
If Honorable discharges are to be taken as the
criteria of success on parole then the girls who did
not receive them were not benefited by placement in
wage homes. They v/ere placed in these homes because
their ov\rn family and home conditions were such that
offered no protection, discipline, or incentive to the
girl on pa ro le
.
I. was constantly seeking attention; she was
restless and erratic in behavior. She was quarrelsome
and did not fit into any home in which she was placed.
Her attitude and disposition reacted unfavorably to
her employers so that her placements were failures,
si. did not make a good adjustment to lihe homes
in wHich she was placed. Sue constantly lied about
her misconduct and stole many things from her employers.
She made no genuine attempt to conquer her stealing.
Since she kept asking to go home, it vms decided that
she be given a chance at home with her mother; there
v/as a chance that her anti -social behavior was a
manif e s tati 0 n of an unhappiness and sense of frustra-
tion in the wage homes. This move, however, had not
the desired result. She continued to do as she pleased
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aad resisted all authority of the office.
P. ran away from the v/age home in vifhich she was
placed because she v/as led to believe she should be
earning more money. 8he got a job for herself where
she did earn almost tv;ice as much more, ^i.lthoug,h she
was an intelligent, capable v/orber sne was never con-
tent \/i th the places secured for her oy the office.
f,
,
a high grade moron, vms unable to maice a
successful placement because she lacked intellectual
ability and emotional stability. ohe was untruthful,
inefficient, and easily led. 8he v^fas tried in many
places but they all proved unsuccessful.
Although only five of the girls received
Honorable Discharges many of the others Qhow a gradual
development of stability and personal integration.
LI. h as a parole record of failures and renewed
efforts. ohe was a freq.uent runaway, constantly stole
articles and had to be returned to the School for
discipline. nevertheless, as she grew older she took
responsibility not only in the homes where she worked
but in ne r o\\ia home. She nursed ne r grandmother,
managed tna no use axid became generally reliable axid
helpful
,
S. is another girl who shovi/s evidences of growth.
.i.t times she v/as defiant and di sre sT)e c tfu 1 and needed
e^^tremely firm supervision. She was a runaway and had
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to be returaed to the iichool for discipline, but \^en
she was paroled again she found a job in a business
establishment where she did well.
,
a girl 'Who was determined to have her own
way, has a record of stealing, runaway, misconduct, and
lying throughout her parole. Ohe had to be returned
to the School several times. After the last time
she showed evidences of a beginning reliability. After
years of revolt there was the possibility that she
might become a steady member of the community.
One notices a slov/ grov/th of stability and
dependability in these girls as they grow out of
adolesceace into womanhood.
ii'rom the study of these cases i "u can be seen
that the girls themselves have much to do with the
successful course of their parole. fempe r tantrums,
resentments, antagonisms, egotism are some of the
personal weaknesses that hindered the process of parole,
Extreme obstinacy and recklessness prevented much that
might have been accomplished. !
i
H. was absolutely unc ont ro lab le and defiant.
|
She resented the control of the State and any form of
discipline exerted by her foster mother, visitor or
employer. She refused all that parole had to offer
her and insisted upon living as she thought best.
S. was egotistic, rude and obstinate. She had
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grown up without any form of discipline and objected :
to that exerted by parole. She was an able, efficient
I
girl who refused to apply herself.
On the other hand, with those girls v/ho were
I
i at e 1 le c tu al ly able to profit b^^ the parole treatment
tne outstanding factor was their acceptance of parole.
ii. was a lady-liiie, well mannered girl who
made the most of the oreatmeat. Sue v/as good natured
and did not shirk ne r duties. She was xrus twor 'Uhy and
reliable. She accepted the o.iscipline and authority *
of the State and always conducted herself normally.
J. was another steady, reliable girl. She
caused no concern to her mother or her visitor during ,
her entire parole. She was a good cheerful worker and
was well liked by the family for which she worked.
j
She accepted parole as a means to satisfying relation-
ships rather than as an antagonising element in her li fa,
I’he se girls were willing to continue the struggle
for self-education and achieved some measure of under-
standing and appreciation.
In other cases the girls were so confused men-
tally and emotionally by their experiences that there
v\/as a vast difference bevween tne resolution to do well
and the accompl i shiiie nt of that end. Some of the girls
did not feel motives strongly enough to transfer their
convictions, if there were any, into right conduct.
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was completely di so r^aai zed by bar v;orry over
her mother's illaess, her supe r s t i ti o as , and her un-
fortunate placement. I'here were malin^^ering and con-
stant weeping. Her under nour i she d physical condition
increased her feeling of dejection and frustration.
B. had a painful, embarrassing mouth condition
that had much to do with her restlessness and bad
disposition while on parole. Her constant failures
brought indifference, hopelessness and discouragement.
B. was in a state of general mental unbalance.
Her conversation was markedly erratic and her moods
variable. She resented being considered colored and
thought of herself as white. Bhe detested her father
and had no respect for her mother. Her sex delinq^uen-
cies were excessive. dne had no strong religious con-
neciiions. .».fter the death of her baby she was almost
completely disorganised.
I'he deep-seated, painful coiiilicts and emotional
experiences of these girls were depicted in excessively
bad behavior.
family relationships have much to do with the
course of the girl's parole. wanted to be with her
family but they were not the type to ^ive ner wholesome
relationships. Her sister had a bad reputation and
encouraged questionable friendships for Her contacts
with her family always proved upsetting.
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B. v;as excited "by her mother who told her she
should he earning more money. V/he n she was a runaway
her mother was uncooperative; she knev/ v/he re B. lived
hut v/ould not notify the office.
I'he family of U. proved uncooperative also,
fhey concealed her during her period of runaway and
refused to supervise her properly. her mother did
nothing to get (j . to abide hy her parole.
fhe attitude of these families encouraged their
daughter's resistance to parole. I’hey were eifner in-
different to or actually opposed to tn e parole restric-
tions. fhey did not see the necessity of helping their
daughters develop depe ndahility and self-control, The
attitude and conduct of the girls accentuated tna t of
the parents.
There are some families in this group that
cooperated in the redirection of their daughter's lives.
0. accidently met ner paternal family in church. They
had a decidedly good influence on her. The relation-
ship v/as approved and encouraged hy the visitor. G.
v/as given love and a sense of ho longing to a family
at a time when she needed it most. For her own benefit
they maintained the discipline and protection of the
off i ce
.
J. had a very good relationship with her family,
ner mother was cooperative, friendly
,
and appreciative
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of what the Industrial ochool and parole na d done for
her daUj^’hter, J. becs-me a v/aiited, accepted member of
the family and v/illingly c on ori bu te d to its support.
xilthou^'h the record of is a series of failures
'
and successes taere. was a good relati onsnip between her
and her grandmother that served to steady somewhat.
3he nursed her grandmother during her illness and took
full re sp 0 nsi bi 1 it y of the home at the time. ;ihe v/as
always concerned about the welfare of her younger
brothers and sister.
These families v;ere anxious to help the visitors
in the treatment of their daughters. They knev/ love,
kindness and encouragement were necessary to their
daughters' readjustment. They knew also that their
supervision and discipline had to be firm.
Clearly not all delinq.uents are benefited by
parole. in these cases the girls v/ho failed on imrole
may be viewed from several angles. To be sure a
limited intelligence would affecf lihe girl’s conduct.
Che would not be able to resist axiy degrading iiifluence
at the time exerted, nor v/ould sne be able to reali 2ie
the consequences of any misconduct. another contri-
buting factor toward failure of parole from the personal
standpoint was the deviating personality of the girl.
V/hen she was resentful, antago nis ti c
,
and absolutely
opposed to authority she stubbornly resisted all that
!
!
(
I
JC ’ll.
. 1
.:
et
parole had to offer. .i.ad her personality needs caused
her to seek the kind of environment that would further
her delinquencies. On the other hand the failure may
have been the result of imperfect understandi ng on the
part of the visitor. Certainly all the causative
factors in human behavior are not knov/n or understood,
and even v>/hen there is some vague unde r s tandi ng the
techniques for treatment are not known. At times they
are known but cannot be advisedly used in a public
age ncy
.
ij’ailure in a wage home may nave many contri-
buting causes. kirst would be tne girl’s disposition
or i nef f ic ie ncy . fne employer is seldom willing to
help a girl v/he a these conditions are presenii. In so
many of the homes uhe gins are trea'ced as servamis
in the family circle. her friendships must be formed
in a different group seldom known to the employer.
Ihe character and intelligent sympathy of the person
to whom the girl is paroled is so important to her
happiness and development. kost of the girls hate
housev/ork. hormal girls at this age hate the routine
and confinement of this kind of v/ork themselves to the
schedule that is necessary to a well-run house-hold,
finally the wage scale is not comparable to that of an
independent maid. I'his is certainly a reason for the
girls’ trying to get additional money or pleasure.
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Often they run away or refuse to work because they feel
they should be getting more. i'he visitor knov/s that
the girl is inexperienced and needs the special care
of the employer but the girl does not consider these
point s
.
i'ne tvi^enty cases studied intensively seem to be
fairly typical of t ne cases nanulea by the Oirls'
Parole branch of the massac nu se t t s fraining ochools.
In these cases most of tne girls came from broken homes
and lacked a healthy background and necessary training
in moral and e thical relati ons . Sex delinquency was
a common misdemeanor. fhere was a generally low
intelligence level.
It is noticeable that all the girls were still
in the adolescent period when they went on parole and
most of them grew more steady and dependable as they
grev/ into womanhood. The reports of the Supe ri ntendent
and the liatrons indicate a successful parole in most
cases but lack of understanding in ov;n or foster homes
and continued contacts v^ith old environment and in-
fluences check the development.
I'he problem is to find a aome of decent people
in a fairly good environment aud in a social class not
too far removed from that of the girl. fne attitude of
the girl and her family affect jjarole materially.
iviost of the personal causes that create problems
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ol d.e linq.u Qiicy on parole are uhe reeult oi a aocial
eaviroamoi'it that has v/arped lihe ^irl in her most
formative years.
therefore parole as a method of treatment for
delinquency is effective as it relates to personal
I
and social forces. I’he const i tuti onal and conditioned
make-up of the individual is the primary determinant,
i'he duration of parole and the relationships afforded
the delinquent are secondary but none the less important*
I
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